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IYK Brand YieldGard" Bt hybrids plus Crui,ser Extreme"' Pa,k CRW seed
treatment protects aga,inst 14 pests for more protection and yield.
NKo Brand YieldGard" Bt hybrids have a proven track record of B bu/acre and $53.5 1 more value in every unitJ NEW for 2004 -
boost the pest protection power of NK Brand Bt hybrids with Cruiser Extreme"' Pak CRW seed treatment insecticide to protect
your  crop f rom 14 y ie ld-robbing pests,  inc luding corn rootworm, And,  NK Brand Bt  hybr ids wi th Cruiser  Extreme Pak CRW
offer the peace of mind of full export freedom with no grain channeling concerns.
Plus,  a l l  NK Brand Yie ldGard hybr ids are L iber tyo herbic ide r s is tant  to  prov ide an addi t ional  herb ic ide opt ion wi th a wider
window of weed control at no additional cost. Ask about our exclusive Community Choice financing too.
Talk to your NK Brand ealertoday, for more protection, more yield, more options.
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WEI.GOME TO THE 2OO4 PLANTING GUIDE
This is a new format for publishing the results of the 2003
University of Nebraska variety trial results. We are excited by the fact
that this guide is reaching many more Nebraska agricultural produc-
ers than ever before. We are including several crop species and are
also able to include information from the Nebraska Crop
Improvement Association. We hope this helps you in making one of
the most important financial decisions for the next crop year, choos-
ing the best adapted hybrids and varieties for your farm.
Variety testing has a long history in Nebraska and involves many
faculty and their staff. Although I coordinate the statewide effort, I
could not cover the state without assistance from David Baltensperger
in the Panhandle, Bob Klein in West Central Nebraska, Roger Elmore
in South Cenfal Nebraska, and Charles Shapiro and Stevan Knezevic
in Northeast Nebraska. We also have contributions from Jim Krall in
Wyoming. Our staff includes John A. Eis, Greg Dom, Jeff Golus,
Glen Frickel, Bekele Abeyo, Ralph Klein, Lori Abendroth, Jerry
Nachtman, James Margheim, Jon Scott and Ray Brent linger.
We realize that making decisions based on these tables is a chal-
lenge left to you, the producer. In order to help you use these tables,
we have written a NebGuide "Using Com Hybrid Yield Data to
Improve Selection of Rapidly Changing Hybrids" which will give
some useful advice on getting more information from these tables.
This NebGuide is available at your local County Extension Office or
on the web at http://www.ianr.unl.edu/pubs/fie1dcropsigl52l.htm'
Variety testing has many challenges. The challenge of quick turn
around of information has been greatly improved by the use of the
World Wide Web. Our individual test sites are posted quickly after
harvest at http://varietytest.unl.edu/. Also, this is a convenient way to
download the data for further investigation. A longer term challenge
is finding ways to use the data more effectively. Easy availability of
powerful computers allows for modeling and georeferencing of data
to help in decision making. The rapid introduction and demise of large
numbers on varieties and hybrids makes it ever more challenging to
keep up with the changes. We hope to provide better tools for making
varietal decisions each year.
The 2003 crop year presented many challenges. The main one
was the residual from the dry conditions in 2002. Spring and early
summer rains were good over much of the state, but July and August
had below average rainfall in many areas. Fall rains were adequate to
get the wheat crop established for next year. It appears that irrigation
water will be limited in many parts of the state next year making crop-
ping and variety decisions more critical than ever.
We hope this seed guide is helpful to you in making good vari-
ety and hybrid selections fot 2N4. We are including a survey form on
the Page ll1. We invite you to fill it out and mail it, fax it, or go to
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Department of Agronomy/tlorticulture, Lincoln
West Central Research and Extension Center, North platte
Department of AgronomylHorticulture, Lincoln
Panhandle Research and Extension Center, Scottsbluff
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Torrington Research and Extension Center, Torrington, Wy
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I centimeter = 0.394 inches
I hectare =2.477 acres
I kilogram = 2.205 pounds
I hectoliter = 2.838 bushels
Kilogram4rectoliter = 1676u x 1.2g7
Kilograms/lrectare = bu/A x 62.7g i56#bu
cm=inchesx2.54
ha=acresx0.405
kg = pounds x0.454
hl = bushels x0.352
kige2
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il NEBRASKACORN HYBRID TESTS
w
*
'& 2003 Crop Production Summary
* r -
tli I qrrnmary of the 2003 corn crop. By June 15, corn
Er rued as 2Vo poor, I9Vo fatr, 6l%o good and lSVo
rbote last year and average. Temperatures ranged
rn the West. Precipitation fell statewide with largest
ntr four inches, in the southeast along with hail and
rhrch injured some corn. July 13, com condition rated
ilt Fa"( l-c poor, l9Vo fair,52Vo good, and26vo excellent,
h rr.rr and average. Inigated corn rated 82Vo good and
rnrle dryland rated 737o. Fields were I27o siked,
bt rsar at28Vo and average at24Vo.August 17, corn con-
s:llcr-nued to decline and rated !2Vo very poor, l3%o poor,
|h ir5-r good, and l57o excellent, above last year but
t.t\r average. Irrigated corn rated 77Vo goodto excellent
&. -,nd fields declined to 167o. This compares to 507o and
'rrc*tirely, a year ago. Seventy-four percent had reached
f:r!i: \tage, behind last year at 797o and average at'78Vo.
,r:mr rrr€Dt of the fields had reached the dent stage, behind
, ,:.r it -i870 and average at 30Vo. September 21, cooler tem-
xrr:^. rnd the first frost of the.season occurred this week in
ii:us of the western two-thirds of the state. Corn condition
., . : i very poor, 15 9o. poor.237o fur, 337a good, and l5%o
r.:rt. above last year but below average. Irrigated corn was
:, 'rl and excellent, dryland fields rated l2%o.Thts compares
JJ|d, 8Vo, respectively , a yeat ago. Ninety-six percent of
':,J. had reached the dent stage, near last year at97 andaver-
" v8. Fifty percent of the acreage was mature, behind last
.: 67 and average at 71. Harvest was limited across the state
'"':ched 6Tohnvested to date, behind last year at 10 and aver-
-: I l. October 19, temperatures averaged from 1 degree below
' :l: to 5 degrees above normals for the week. Corn condition
: llVo very poor, 13 7o poor,22Vo fak,3l%o good, and 20Va
: icnt. Irrigated fields ratedlTVo good and excellent while dry-
. tlelds rated 157o. Harvest reached 42Va and slightly behind
.ear at 447o md a week behind average at 58Vo. November
;ood harvest progress with corn harvest reached 96Vo com-
:. ahead of last year at 86Vo and average at947o.
Twenty-nine com performance tests were planted in 2003.
.: locations are shown on the map (page 10). Table A (page 8)
.ists of cooperators, dates of planting and harvesting.
Corn trials are conducted to provide yield and other informa-
r about com hybrids which may be offered for sale in
Nebraska. A fee from seed producers covers a portion of each test.
Entry was on a voluntary basis and hybrids were selected by seed
producers. At many locations, widely grown hybrids were entered
by the Agronomy/llorticulture Department.
Table B (page 9) shows the average performance of all
hybrids at each test location. Individual plots are two to four rows
wide and from 15 to 35 feet long. Some experiments were plant-
ed thick and later thinned to the desired stand. Each test location
had the same number of seed planted for all hybrids. The plant
population represents the average harvested plant density.
Temperature and rainfall data are shown on (pages 29-30). The
names of the entrants and their addresses are listed in Table D
(page 10). Table E (page 11) lists brand name and hybrids ofthe
entrant.
Grain yields are expressed on a l5.5Vo moisture basis. Yields
shown are averages of four or more replicated plots at each loca-
tion. Plots were machine harvested and grain moisture determina-
tions were made with an electronic moisture meter or moisture
sensors on the combine.
Variations in soil fertility, moisture conditions and other fac-
tors are found in each test area. This makes it impossible to meas-
ure yielding ability of hybrids with absolute accuracy. For tlis rea-
son, small yield differences have little meaning. A statistical
measure of differences required for significance is given in each
table. These differences are computed at the 5Vo level of signifi-
cance. At the 5Vo level, a difference of that magnitude would be
expected once in twenty trials through chance alone. Most fields
have some degree of spatial variability. This is the fifth year we
have used statistical procedures for removing a portion ofthe spa-
tial variability.
In these experiments, many hybrids had essentially the same
grain production. Performance of hybrids varied with seasonal
conditions. Great care should be used in interpreting the results of
a single year test. Earlier maturing hybrids are favored in some
seasons while later ones perform best in others. Some hybrids are
able to withstand unfavorable weather conditions better than oth-
ers which may do well under better growing conditions.
Performance over a period of years should give a much better
measure of adaptation. Harvest moisture, stalk strength, and
resistance to insect and disease also are factors which must be
considered in selecting hybrids.
New and Used RoGators and Terra Gatorsffiffi
Used Spra-Coupes, Patriots, JD, Air Rides, Hagies, Etc., on our website.
We have the best prices and the largest selection.
www.agchem.com/equip
E. NE Toild Roland, 402-669-9649
W. NEMark Cww 402-362-8602ffir&61
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Relative hybrid performance often varies with locations within zones. The number of experiments conducted a
were; Southeast Dryland-2, East Central Dryland-2, Southeast kigated-2, South Central Inigated-2, South
Northeast Dryland-l, Northeast Irrigated-1, Central kigated-Z, West Central kigated-2, Southwest lrigated-2,
West Central No-Till-2, North Central Inigated-2, West Valley bigated-2, West Table Irigated-2, West & West CenuJ
No-Till-2. In zone analysis, the hybrid by location mean square was used to calculate the differences required for
in the tables. Moisture at harvest is an important consideration in hybrid selection as it does affect time of harvest ad
although this year the grain was all quite dry at harvest.
Northeast Dryland
Southeast Dryland
Two no-till trials were planted with fifty-three hybrids plus seven
farmer entries in Richardson and Gage counties (page l2).
Richardson county farm entries were Hoegemeyer HBT 705 @
l52.lbula, Hoegemeyer HX9888 @ 159.1 bu/a, Hoegemeyer
HX9679 Gaucho @ 142.6 bu/a, Pioneer 31G98 @ 141.1 bula,
Hoegemeyer 2649 Gaucho @ l2l.l bu/a, Hoegemeyer HB782l
@ 13I.4 bu/a, Hoegemeyer 2679 Gaucho @ 121.2 bu/a. Average
for all entries was 144.3 bu/a. Gage County entries were
Hoegemeyer 9679T @ 1092bila, Producers 72848T @ 100.6
bu/a, Pioneer 34N44 @ 90.2 bu/a, Croplan 818RRBT @ 99.3
bu/a, Mycogen 24812 BT @ 90.8 bu/a, NC+ 54ll @ 68.5 bu/a
and NuPride 5130BT @ 68.8 bu/a. Averaee for all entries was
87.3bu/a.
East Central Dryland
Two trials were planted with sixty-two hybrids (page 27). T\e
Seward county farmer entries were LG Seeds 2622 @ 142.9bula,
LG seeds 258'7CL @ 133.2 bu/a and Midland 195 @ l08.4bt/a.
Average for all entries was 140.0 bu/a. Burt County trial farmer
entries were Golden Harvest H-9430 BT @170.7 bu/a,
Hoegemeyer 266I @ 160.1 bu/a, Garst 8331 @ 153.5 bu/a,
Golden Harvest H-89138T @ 146.7 bu/a, Garst 8288 @ 144.7
bn/a, Golden Harvest H-9087 @ 129.6 bu/a, Garst 8510 @ 115.1,
and Hoegemeyer 2679 @ 99.4 bu/a. Average for all entries was
145.7 bula. Period-of-years data are shown on page28.
Southeast Irrigated
Saunders and Hamilton county trials had seventy hybrids (pages
14-15). Saunders County farmer entries were Pioneer 35Y65 @
248.7 bu/a, Pioneer 34898 @ 241.8 bula, Wabash Valley
TL3351BT @ 212.8 bu/a, Mycogen2ASI2 @ 21I.3 bu/a, Pioneer
34824 @ 203.6 bula, Sands SOI 9102 @ 193.0 bu/a, Pioneer
34N44 @ 196.9 bu/a, Pioneer 34G82 @ 191.5 bu/a, Pfister
3030BT @ 196;7 bu/a, and Mycogen7474 @ 180.2 bu/a. Average
for all entries was 202.8 bu/a. Hamilton County had 4 replications
of 4 rows in 30 inch rows, 30 ft. in length, harvested the center 2
rows. The average moisture was 19.6Vo. Hamilton County farmer
entries were Circle Seed 8001 BT @ 239.I bu/a, and Circle Seed
8009 BT @ 233.8 bu/a. Average for all entries was 229.2bula.
Period-of-years data are shown on page 15.
Page 4
Forty hvbrids were included in the dryland test in
(page 18). Average yield of all the entries were l2l
Norlheast Irrigated
Pierce County had sixty-three hybrids were included i
gated plot (page 19). Average for all entries were 189
moisture was 15.3Vo. Over year yields are shown on pqga
South Central Irrigated
Test plots were located in Clay County at the SCREC
Clay Center and Phelps County (page 16). Clay
included 56 entries plus 4 farmer entries with 4 repli
rows, 30 inch wide, 24 feet long, and harvested the center
Farm entries were Circle Seed 8001 BT @ 294.9 bula.
JS472I @ 253.7 bu/a, JacobsenJS463T @ 210.5 bu/a, and
Seed 8009 BT @ 210.3 bu/a. Averase of all entries was
South Central Dryland
This trial was in Clay County with 39 corn entries. Four
tions of 4 rows in 30 inch width, 30 ft. in length, harvested
center 2 rows. The average yield was 115.8 bu/a. The
moisture was 15 .47o. Page 28 shows the Clay County corn
Central Irrigated
Thirty-five hybrids were tested in Custer and Dawson
Custer County was conventional tillage, pivot irrigated.
Custer County test plot averaged 199.1blla. The Dawson
test was ridge till, furrow irrigated. Average yield was 160.4
Farmer entries were LG Seeds LG 2540 @ 151.4 bu/a, and
and an average moisture of l9.4%o. Phelps County farm
were Jacobsen JS4637 @ 244.7 bu/a and Jacobsen JS4
243.9 bula. Average yield of all entries was 239.9 bu/a
average moisture of 15.87o. Period-of-years data are
page 17.
2585 @ 153.5 bu/a. The data from these.plots are shown on
23 . Ovet year data are shown on page 23.
Southwest Irrigated
Twenty eight entries with two farm entries were planted in Furnar
County. At Red Willow County twenty eight entries and four farm
entries included. Ridge till-furrow irrigated. Furnas County
farmer entries were NC+ 3709 @ 198.0 bu/a. and NC+ 5411 @
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rc NC+ 54ll @ 256.4. NC+ 3709 @ 230.1
f ,Bl| BT @ 230.1bu/a, and Ctcle 62Il RR-BT
fm all entries was233.2 bu/a. Data for this
o page 20 and over year summary on page 20.
South West No-Till
eotered in Hayes and Red Willow county no-
$cles County test had an over all average of 54.4
county plot had an over all average of 91.3 bu/a.
rill be orpage2l.
North Central Irrigated
bhids were entered in Brown County ridge till, fur-
ad Brown County pivot irrigated, no-till into soy-
County furrow inigated test had an over all average
b Brown County pivot irrigated plot had an over all
d 12-6 bn/a. The 2003 data will be onpage 24.
West Central Irrigated
d,odEr data were recorded from thirty-six hybrids tested
-d ard Dundy Counties. Lincoln County, WCREC, at
llre was ridge till, furrow inigated. Test had yields aver-
59.E bu/a. Dundy minimum tillage, pivot irrigated test
t-'x all entries was 235.8 bu/a. This year and over year
caaaaaaa  ilrcwn onpage2Z.
West Central No-till
,*l hybrids were tested in Lincoln and Perkins counties.
,u ;rn County no-till com test was planted into wheat stubble,
' 
. 
rh€at, 2001-fallow. Average yield for the test was 22.Lbula.
County no-till corn test into wheat stubble, 2002-wheat,
:allow. Average yield for the test was 22.1 blula. Data from
t:ratiens is shown on page 21.
West Valley Irrigated
The Scotts Bluff County in Nebraska and Torrington, Wyoming
plots had seventeen hybrid entries. Scotts Bluff was sprinkler ini-
gated. Average yields were 208.8 bu/a. Torrington, Wyoming plot
with overhead sprinkler inigation system. Average yield for test
was 161.9 bu/a. Scotts Bluff and Torrington, Wyoming data
shown on page26. Period-of-years yield and other data are shown
on page 26.
West Table Irrigated
Inigated trials were in Box Butte and Cheyenne Counties.
Eighteen hybrids at each location (page 25). West table area has a
higher elevation land which requires an earlier maturing hybrid
than valley land. Box Butte sprinkler irrigated, conventional
tillage. Average fol all entries were 188.4 bu/a. Cheyenne County
at High Plains Ag Lab using a sprinkler system average of all
entries were 151 .4 bila. This is the eleventh year for this test.
Period-of-years averages are included on page 25.
Early Maturing No-Titl
UW Research Center, Archer, WY test plot and Cheyenne County
High Plains Ag Lab dryland tested with four entries was of the
earlier hybrids in an early maturing no-till system. Planted into
no-till into winter wheat stubble. The Archer, WY plot was lost
due to drought and hail damage. Cheyenne County plot average
yields were 59.3 bila. Data from test is on page 26.
sampled 66lbla,6.1 avg ppm, Soil pH 6.5, Lime needed 0 lb/a,
Organic matter 3.2Vo, Bray-1 Phosphorus, ppm l1 low, Potassium
459 VHI. Coordinates: N 40.9657 W -97.078 Elevation: 1490.
Burt: Dryland. Conventional tillage. Crop history: 2002 soybean.
Fertilizer: 150 lb/a liquid N at planting, 100 lb/a 10-34-0 liquid as
starter, side dressed 50 lb/a liquid N during summer. Herbicides:
Field Master at planting, Callisto POST. Insecticide: None.
Nitrogen in depth sampled 267 lbla,24.7 avg ppm, Soil pH 6.2,
Buffer pH 6.8, Lime needed 2000 lbla, Organic mattet 3.6Vo,
Bray-l Phosphorous, ppm 109 VHI, Potassium, PPm 646 VHI.
Hot and dry during the season, with strong winds, 4-5" of rain
several times with green snap and lodged stalks. Coordinates: N
41.8264 W -96.2252 Elevation: 1043.
Saunders: Pivot irrigated. Field cultivated. Previous crop: soy-
bean2002. Fertilizer: 5 gal 10-34-0, 165 actual N as anhydrous.
Nitrogen in depth sample ll2lbla, 10.4 avg ppm, Soil pH 5.8,
Buffer pH 6.4, Lime needed 6000 lb/a, Organic mattet 3.3Vo,
Cultural Practices
i-clardson: Dryland. No-till. Crop history: soybean, com rota-
- Fertilizer: 140 lb/a anhydrous ammonia, 100 lb/a 1l-52-0
-,J N and 30lb/a N side dressed. Herbicide: Bicep II and Spirit.
.r-ticide: None. Soil test results: Nitrogen in depth sampled 46
.- 1.2 avg ppm, Soil pH 7.5, Lime needed 0 lb/a, Organic mat-
|.IVo,Bray-l Phosphorus, ppm 153 VHI, Potassium, ppm 495
'il. No rain after July 10. Coordinates: N 40.1483 W - 95.6352
.-r ation: 1037.
'age: Dryland. No-till. Previous crops: Soybeans. Preplant: 120
r N. Herbicide: Spirit 1 ozla, and 2,4-D. Insecticide: None.
' rogen in depth sampled 7l lbla,6.6 avg ppm, Soil pH 6.4,
.me needed 0 lb/a, Organic matter 3.lVo, Silt loam, Bray-l
rosphorus, ppm 13 Low, Potassium, ppm 331 VHI. Coordinates:
' 40.3023 W -96.6611 Elevation: 1384.
.ieward: Dryland. Field cultivated. Previous qop:2002 soybean.
'rertilizer: 100 lb N as anhydrous. Herbicide: 2.3 qtlaDegree Xtra,
.5 Balance Pro/a. Insecticide: None. Soil test: Nitrogen in depth
ieed Guide 2004 Page 5
Bray-1 Phosphorus, ppm 42 HI, Potassium, ppm 447 YHL
Coordinates: N 41.3773 W -96.6159 Elevation: 1288.
Hamilton: Gravity irrigated. Ridge tilled with 4 row Kinze
planter pickup. Excellent planting conditions. Crop history:
Soybeans 2002, corn 200 1 . Fertilizer: I 40 lb N as anhydrous, pre-
plant 5 gal. 9-18-9 as starter. Herbicide: Define in a 15 inch band
at planting with broadcast rate 18 ozla. Callisto 3 ozla and ll2ptla
of Atrazine post emergence. Insecticide: Aztec 6.7 ozl 1000 ft in a
T band at planting. Soil test: Hastings silt loam. Soil pH 5.4,
Buffer pH 6.5, Excess lime rating- none, Organic matter 2.5Vo,
Bray-l P ppm 11, K ppm 407, Zinc ppm 0.66. Coordinates: N
40.7819 W -98.0371
Clay: Gravity krigated: Ridge tilled. Crop history: Soybeans
2002,com 2001. Fertilizer: 160lbs as NH3 pre-plant, 5 gal 10-34-
0 at planting in the seed slice. Herbicide: 2 ptla of Harness Plus,
26 ozla of Roundup Ultra Max, 1.25lbla of Atrazine 90 DF, pre-
emergence. Field preparation: Ridge tilled with 4 row Kinze
planter finger pickup. Excellent planting conditions. Insecticide:
None. Soil test: Soil pH 6.8, Soil salts 0.32, Excess lime rating
none, Organic matter 3.2Vo, Bray-1 Phosphorous ppm23, K ppm
324,2n ppm 1.36. Wind storm on6122 wind speeds up to 80 mph
with green snap damage ranging 0-58Vo and was hybrid specific
com was between the 7th and Sth leaf stage. Coordinates: N
40.57901 W -98.14481.
Phelps: Gravity trrrigated. Ridge tilled with 4 row Kinze planter
with finger pickups. Good planting conditions. Crop history:
Soybean 2002, com 2001. Fertllizer: 180 lb N as anhydrous.
Herbicide: Exceed 1 ozlabroadcast post einergence. Insecticide:
Kernel Guard on the seed. Soil test results: Soil pH 6.4, Soil salts
0.39, Excess lime rating none, Organic matter 2.07o, Bray-l
Phosphorous ppm 19, K ppm 320, Zn ppm 0.35. Holdrege silt
loam. Stalk lodging was highly variable through out the trial.
Coordinates: N 40.43228 W -99.32289.
Clay: Dryland. Crop history: Soybeans 2002, summer fallow and
wheat in 200 1 . Fertilizer: 100 lb N as 28Vo liryid. 5 gal l0-34-A at
planting in the seed slice. Herbicide: 13 ozla of Epic, 1.25 lb la of
Atrazine, 26 ozla Roundup Ultra Max pre plant on 5l'7/2003.
Insecticide: 3.2 ozla of Warrior for black cutworms post emer-
gence on 6/13. Nitrogen in depth sample 4I lbla, Soil pH 6.0,
Buffer pH 6.8, Excess lime-none, Organic matter l.7Vo, P ppm 8,
K ppm 403,2n ppm 1.50. Coordinates: N 40.57731 W -98.1297.
Dixon: Dryland. Crop history: Soybeans 2002. Fertilizer: Urea
100 lbs/a. Herbicide: Balance Pro 2.0 oz + Affazine 4L I qt + 2,4-
D LV .5 pt/a. Post emergence Accent .67 oz + Distinct 3 oz + .25Vo
v/v NIS. Insecticide: None. Soil test results: 0-24 inch sample: pH
6.48, K 316 ppm, Bray-P 20.6 ppm, 3.7V0 O.M- Coordinates: N
42.22765 W -96.571r
Pierce: Center pivot inigated. No-till. Crop history: 20t02
Soybean. Fertllizer:0-0-60 100 lb/a, ll-52-0 100 lb/a, 20-30-5
I75lbla at planting with .25 Zinc and 9 Sulfur. 126 lb/a N through
pivot, Herbicide: Fieldmaster 3.5 pt/a, Thinned to 28,000 stand at
Page 6
the 4 leafon June 11. Insecticide: None. Coordinates: N
W - 97 .511I Elevation: 1769.
Custer: Pivot irrigated. Crop history: 2002 and
Conventional till. Fertilizer: 40 lb N, 15 S preplant; l0lb
P, 10 lb S, 0.75 lb Zn at planting. 135 lb N as
dressed. Herbicide: 0.75 oz Steadfast, 2.0 oz Distinct
Atrazine all post emergence. Insecticide: 4.4 lb Force 3G
ing. Coordinates: N 41.49438W - 99.81444
Dawson: Ridge-till, furrow irigated. 2002 and 20f)l
Fertilizer: 170 lb N preplant, 5 gal32-0-0 at planting.
2.3 qt Bicep II Magnum in 18" band PRE, Marksman
POST. Insecticide: Counter CR 5.4/a in T band. Plot
high winds in early August causing significant damage
ins. Coordinates: N 40.81521W - 99.99627
Furnas: Ridge-till, funow inigated. 2002 soybeans, 2001
Fertilizer: 160 lb N and75 P preplant; 5 gal 10-34-0 at
Herbicides: 1 lb Atrazine preplant, 14 oz Basis Gold post
gence. Insecticide. None. Coordinates: N 40.30593 W
Red Willow: Ridge till, furrow irrigated. Crop history: 20Ol
bean, 2001 corn. Fertilizer: 80 lb lI-52-0 and 100 lb N as
drous preplant; 3 gal 10-34-0 at planting. Herbicide:
Touchdown preplant, 4 pt Bicep II Magnum in 18 inch band
Insecticide: None. Coordinates: N 40.21539 W -100.7515
Lincoln: Ridgetill, furrow irrigated. Previous crop: 2002
beans, 2001 com. Fertilizers: 8.5 gaVa 10-34-0 plus 0.8 lb
planting. 220 lb N as anhydrous pre-plant. Herbicides: 1
Lumax, 1 lb Atrazine and 0.5 pt Banvel, early Post
lnsecticide: None. Coordinates: N 41.0812W -100.7161
Dundy: Minimum tillage, pivot irrigated. Previous crop:
corn, 2001 com. Fertilizers: 17 lb N, 47lb R 8 lb K, 10lb S,
lb Zn at planting. 173 lb N, l0 lb K, 32lb S and 1lb/aZn
emergence either side dressed or through pivot. Herbicide: 3
FulTime PRE. Insecticide: 8 lb/a Pounce 1.5 G. Coordinates:
40.2063 W -101.65788
Brown: Ridge till, furrow irrigated. Crop history: 2002,
corn. Fertilizer: 39 lb N, 10 lb P, l0 lb S at planting. 209 lb N
anhydrous side dressed. Herbicide: 1.05 qt Harness and 3
Callisto, pre-plant. Insecticide: 4.35 lb Force 3G. Coordinates:
42.56547 W -99.89217
Brown: No till-pivot irrigated. Crop history: 2002 soybean,
com. Fertilizer: 10lb N, 35 lb P, 15 S as starter, 120Ib N as
drous side dressed, 80 lb N as 32-0-0 post emergence. Herbici
0.5 qt Bicep II Magnum preplant, 0.75 oz Steadfast post emer-
gence. Insecticide: Warrior for Western bean cutworm.
Coordinates: N 42.66005 W -99.95127
Hayes: No-till into wheat stubble. Crop history: 2002wheat,2001
fallow. Fertilizer: 14 gal 32-0-0, 6 gal 10-34-0 preplant.
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lr4lld bum down. Insecticide: Lorsban 8 ozllff)O
S,10.38048 W -101.00389
ltorill into wheat stubble. 2002 wheat, 2001 fallow.
?5 lel 32+0,7.5 gal10-34-0 at planting. Herbicide: 2
r'x*r. { p Bicep II Magnum preplant. Insecticide:
r t e/1ffi0 ft. Coordinates: N40.25166 W -100.64918
li>till into wheat stubble. 2002 wheat, 2001 fallow.
." r |) lb N as 32-0-0 preplant. Herbicide: Dual II Mag 1.6
5 oz Glystar, 1.25 lb Atrazine preplant. Insecticides:
: llr i orl|ffi) ft. Coordinates: N 41.04897 W -100.7487
\o-till into wheat stubble. 2002 wheat, 2001 fallow.
:::- 6 gal 18-13-0-0.5 as starter, 80 lb N as 32-0-0.
.;rt. 3 applications Glyphomax Plus 20 ozPteplant,24 oz
.r:r 16 oz Preemergence; 8 oz Banvel + 4 oz 2,4-D
-::€rpence. Insecticide: Lorsban 8 ozl1000ft of row.
:--arcs: N 2m.9173 W -101.80383
Brta: Sprinkler irrigated. 2002 dry beans. Fertilizer: Starter
- r fb P2O5, 3lb Zn, and 10 lb S. 140 lb N with sprinkler.
* 
-:.le: Buctril and Distinct. Insecticide: None' Coordinates:
. r t  w  -102 .15072
r eone: Sprinkler Inigated:2002 Sunflower. Fertilizer: 7 lb N,
- PlO5 and 0.75 lb Zn. 150Ib N preplant. Herbicide: Atrazine
-.1. Coordinates: N 41.23-39 W -103.01696
Scotts Bluff: Sprinkler lrrigated. Minimum tillage. Crop history:
2002 dry-edible beans. Field was fall seeded with winter wheat as
a cover crop. Fertilizer: Fields were spring disked and anhydrous
ammonia (32-0-0) was applied at the rate of 182 lbs N /a. Starter
fertilizer (10-34-0) was applied at the time of blank planting. 10.0
gals/a was applied equating to approximately 11 lbs N and 37 lbs
of P2O5 /a. Herbicide: Applied posremergence in a 15 inch band;
treatrnent consisted of 2.35 oz of Celebrity Plus, 2.4 oz non-ionic
surfactant, and 12.8 oz of 28-0-Ola. Insecticide: None. Soil sam-
ple: Nitrogen in depth sample 4l3lbla,38.3 avg ppm, Soil pH 7'2;
Lime needed 0 lb/a, Organic matter l.4%o, Btay-l Phosphorous
ppm32Hl, Potassium ppm 432 VHI. Coordinates: N 41.97194 W
-103.7439
Torrington, lVyoming: Sprinkler Inigated. Crop history: 2002
Roundup Ready Sugar beet. Fertilizer: Rate of 150-50-0 after
plowing and roller packing, and then was incorporated by roller
packing again. Herbicide: Degree Extra at the rate of 2'25 qtla on
May 27. The plots were cultivated in early June. Coordinates: N
42.559 W -104.1167
Archer, Wyoming: Dryland Corn. Fertilizer: None. Herbicide:
Degree Extra at the rate of 2.25 qUa. Plot was abandoned ue to
drought.
Cheyenne: Dryland Early Maturing. Crop history: Planted no'till
into winter wheat stubble. Fertilizer: 55 lb N preplant, Starter of 7
lb N, 24 lb P2O5, 0.75 lb Zn. Herbicide: Ahazine and Dual.
Coordinates: N 41.23562 W -102.99926
Nebraska's Top National Rankings
St
Commercial livestock slaughter all species
2002 - 11,975,052,000 Lbs.
Commercial red meat production, 2002 - 7,601,100,000 Lbs.
Commercial cattle slaughte4 2002 - 7,865,000 Lbs.
Commercial cattle slaughter, 2002 - Iive weiSht - 10,147,452,000 Lbs.
Great Northern beans production - 1,286,000 cwt.
)nd
2 All cattle onfeed, January 1, 2003 
- 2,260,000 head
- Pinto beans production, 2002 - 1,709,000 cwt
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Keithley & Sons, Verdon
James Engle, Beatrice
Galen Roebke, Seward
Lee Valley Farms, Tekamah
Ray Kucera, Cedar Bluffs
Mike Campbell, Aurora
SCAL, Clay Center

















High Plains Agriculture Lab
Panhandle REC, Scotts Bluff
Torrington Res. & Ext. Center
High Plains Agricultural L b
UW Research Center
Marshall si ty caly loam
Crete silty loam
Sharpsburg silty clay loam










Hersh fine sandv loam















May 5 Sept. E
April 28 Sept. 29
I'liay 12 0ct. 2
May 16 0ct. 23
I'liay 22 Ad.22







May 20 0ct. 16
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NEBRASKA CORN TEST LOCATIONS
1 6 9
L1









































Ben Besten Seed Co.
Epley Brothers Hybrids Inc.
Fontanelle Hybrids
Monsanto















Pfister Hybrid Gorn Co.
Premium Seed. lnc.
Renze Hybrids, lnc.
Sand Seed Service, lnc.
Stine Seed Company
Trisler Seed Farms, lnc.
Triumph Seed Co., Inc.
Address
3100 Sycamore Rd, DelGlb,ll 60115
2265W 600 N, West Lafayette, lN 47906
5491 Tri County Hwy, Sardinia, OH 45171
3100 Sycamore Rd, DelGlb,lL 60115
Box 896 Platte, S.D. 57369
Box 310, Shell Rock lA 50670
10981 8thst., Fontanelle, NE 68044
3100 Sycamore Rd, DeKalb,lL 60115
P.O. Box 88, Parleersburg, lA 50665
R.R.1 Box 64, St Edward, NE 68660
1665 Burroughs Rd, Adrian, OR 97901
840 23 Road, Grand Junction, CO 81505
2165 ldaho Drive, Pella, lA 50219
1020 E 320th St., Vermillion SD 57069
P.O. Box 947, Huron SD 57350
6131 North Fork Road-Ames la 50010
1281 Fourth St., Monterey, CA 93940
1620 Hwy 10, Gibbon, NE 68840
980 Hwy 15, Hope, KS 67451
1165 Summer Sun, Colby, KS 67701
Box 4408, Lincoln, NE 68504
PO. Box 830911, Lincoln, NE 68583-0911
1462 Sanford Ave., Marshalltown, lowa 50158
187 N. Fayette, El Paso, lL 61738
PO. Box 218, Berwick, 1L61417
27410 Kittyhawk Ave., Carroll, lA 51401
P.O. Box 648, Marcus, lA 51035
2225 Laredo Tr., Adel, lA 50003
3274 E 800 North Rd, Fairmont, lL 61841
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BG 3326, BG 33fi
BG 1132, Br 1150, BT 1152
80058r##
c5360##, C4908##, C5402##, C2145/i#
6918t##, mlgl/i#, 601 BIT##, 503Wl.#, 441##
DKC39-48(RR/YGCB), DK 40-63(RR), DKC42-95(RFTYGCB), DK 44-46(RR/YGCB), DK 47-10(RR/YGCB),
DKC50-18(YGCB),
DKC52-45(YGCB), DKC57-84(YGCB), DKC58-24(RR/YGCB), DK 58-78(YGCB), DKC60-19(RR/YGCB),
0KC63.50(YGCB), DKC63-79(YGCB), DKC64-01(YGCB), DKC64-11(RR/YGCB), DK 60-17(RR), DKC6+
10(RR), DKC57-01, DK440, DKC4+42(YGCB), 0KC46.28(RR), DKC53-33(RR)' DKC53-34(RF|/YGCB)
DKC58-80##, DKC60-16##, DKC58-78AF##, DKC52-45##, DKC57-8M/j, DKC53-5##, DKC57-84##
DB3391B[ DB3396R|; DB3300RRBT, D 3303RRBI, D 3405BI; DB3308BT, DB3d10RRBT, D EX0$09[,
D82011BT, DB3314BT, DB3315EI, 2912W/j#, 2533l.#, 2543l.#
DG57F19##
E36308T, E3641, E3223, E24908r, E36R65BI, 82484,824m, E3670BT
5282,5234, HC7987 Bt, HC7951 Bt, 5591, HC7638 Bt, HC7886 1,5282l.#,4693##
HCS0103YGCB, H S0103, HCS01o?YGCB, H S0102, HCS0106YGCB, H S0106, HCS0104YGCB,
HCS0104, HCS0105YGCB, HCS0105, HCS0113YGCB, l.l S011 3
5758, 573887
8787 YG1, 8552 YC1, 8578 lT, 8371, 8288, 848,lBI##, 84501T##, 85781T##, 85901T##, 8g71##,
8454YG1##
sx1395, GVX0378YGCB, VX3378, SX1212, SX1190, SX1161, GVX5970, GVX0559RR, SX1229, SX1
H-9164Rr##, H-7615#.#
2725, 9191, 57369r, SX70, 2-8809T, SX65Br, SX65
H825 YGCB, H827 YGCB, H838 YGCB, H851 YGCB, H824 YGCB
lfi-8551 RR, KX-766081, l0(-7808t, Kx-87ro8t, lfi -8908t, lfi-51 508t, KX-40208t
K9309 YGCB, K9308 YGCB, K9411 YGCB, K9111 YGCB, K9912 CL, K9912, EX.514 YGCB, K9412 YGCB,
K9315 YGCB, K9315 RR/YGCB, K9915 YGCB, K9115, K9212 YGCB, K9212 RR/VGCB, K9314 YGCB,
EX.215 YGCB, K9414, 8X.115 YGCB, EX,215, K9415, K9217 YGCB, K9114+ YGCB, K9115 YGCB,
K9115+ YGCB
MBS3811XLfy497L
LG 2533 BT, LG 2540 Bl; LG 2619 W,LG2622 gr, LG 2519 SVRR
7813, 7A17Bt, 7A16RR
2R41 6, 2R426, 2A812##, 2K7 85l,#, 69208T##, 2T 610l,#
49238, 5411, 54238, 5411/j#,4880##, 41418/j#, 3902/,#, 25728i.#, 3902/.#
N72J5##, N65M7##, N6SP1##
50908, 5112, 5123, 51338
5267 Bt, 5334 Bt, 5216 Bt, 47778t,5006 Bt, 54i16 Bt, 5417 RRBI, 5009 RRBI
26568t, 2750 Bt, 2760, 3030 Bt, 3356 Bt
33?67#'1 , 33851##, 34N4M#, 34N43##, 33G30##
P245, P247
6363, 6424, 7363RR, 7444RR,8364RI 845481; 9363RR/Br, 9454RRIBI, 84928T,83ffi9r
2097l.#
sot 9102, sol 9126, sol 9132, sOl 9165
961gYGCB, 8018-27, 9803YGCB
15239C8, T-5244C8, r5255C8, T-5257C8, T-5337C8, T-5255, T-52538t, T-51m, I5257CBRR, T-
2370#.#,T-2949##







-: ilE SEED C0RN
..:/STAR
.iUGER
WABASH VALLEY TL 3287 BI, TL 3347 B[ TL 3351 Rr, TL 3357 BI








































PI0NEER 33851 ## 129
MYCoGEN 2K785l.# 120
KRUGER EX 215 120
WABASH VALLEY TL3357BI 120
RENZE 6363 111




107BIO GENE BG 1132
KRUGER K-9315 YGCB 103
CR0tlllS C4908 ## 103
KRUGEN EX 115 YGCB 1OO
FOUNDATION PILOT HCSO1O4YGCB 96
FOUNDATION PILOT HCSO1O4 86
Average allentries 116
Dif. Req. for Sig. 5% 13.5



























































































































































































































































DEKALB Genetics DKC 64-11 118
WABASH VALLEY TL3351BI 118
KRUGER K9115 YGCB 118
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RENZE 9454YGCB/RR 240 244
FOUNDATION PILOT HCSO1ISYGCB 238 227
DEKALB Genetics DKC 60-19 234 2i9
GOLDEN HARVEST H.91648t ## 234 215
KRUGER K9115 YGCB 233 219
RENZE 8454YGCB 232 222









































































DEKALB Genetics DKC 60-17 225 Z1g
HAWKEYE 02-88081 224 204





































































































































K9217 YGCB 221 206
69208t ## 221 199
220 208
220 201
KRUGER K9212 RRIYGCB 219 19.1
RENZE 6424 219 210
RENZE 8383YGCB 218 204
RENZE 8364YGCB 218 198
STINE 9803YGCB 218 205
KRUGER K-9212 YGCB 218 196
TRISLER T5253Bt 217 199
KAYSTAR KX-8551RR 217 216
GET RTD OFSEED BAGS!
Sf Fill a 16+ow 0lanter in I minutes.
if Save 2 hours per day planting..
# Plant 50 mo[e acres per dav..
tl Take advantage of buik seed savings.
.llt Increase yields with faster planting.
-Depending on planter size and speed.
Garst & Kruger Gorn & Bean Seed
McGORD SEED STORE, INC.
Hwy.30, Dunlap, lowa
Ron & Dorothy McGord, 0wners















































































































































































































































































































EUM SEED P245 195
I.G[R EX 215 YGCB 195
INTHRUP KING N72J5 ## .194
tsae all entries 215
U Req. for Sig. 5olo 16
r arcred by UN-L Agronomy Department
Southeast Irrigated Corn Hybrid Tests 2001-2003
Average Graln






































































































Difference req. for sig. 5%
## entered by UN-L Agronomy Department


































KRUGER K9115+ YGCB 257










GOLDEN HARVEST H.91648t ## 250
NC+ 5411## 250
DEKALB Genetics DKC 64-10 249
RENZE 6424 248
KRUGER K9217 YGCB 248
KRUGER K9115 YGCB 248
KRUGER EX 215 247
KRUGER EX 115 YGCB 246
PFISTER 3O3OBI 244




FOUNDATION PILOT HCSO1O3YGCB 232
KRUGER K.9315 RR/YGCB 232





























































































































































































































































































































KRUGER K-9315 YGCB 208
Average all entries 246
Dif. Req. for Sig. 5o/o NS
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hrigated Gorn Hybrid Tests 2002' 2003
Averaue Grain Broken DroPPed
Yield' ## entered by ## entered by ## enteted by
UN-L Agronomy U['L Agronomy Ul'l-L Agronomy
Depailment DePartment DePartment
bu/a pct Pct Pct





























































Ybu desrewo as.e€d oornpaay that works,
as hmd :as you do, That',s,Ne+-
Co.mbineNC*.Ear1.y--,,Ppy-ment,Discouqtsand
Farr-.n HAfi@'Fifi aneiflg frr additional'$4rrings' on
your $eed plrchase$, C,ontact
your local- I+C+ Dealer,







Southeast Nebraska Corn growers test plot at Plymouth, Nebraska - Jacobsen
Hybrid com was second out ol 20 entries, with an average 0f244.9 bu./acre Plol
average was 226 bu./acre.
Neligh, NE HARVEST DATE: October 4,2003
BRAND NAME VARIETY 0/o MOIST TEST WT. YIELD
Pioneer Brand 9233 8.9 57 62.4
Jacobsen 814 8.9 57.5 64.7










PLANTING DATE: APT|I 24,2OO3
HARVEST DATE: 0ctober 15,2003
























Sylllaasen/Epp, Mission Hill, S.D. PLANTED: May 4, 2003 HARVESTED: Oct. 23' 2003
The com plot average was 174.16 bu./acrc. Jacobsen averaged 186.87 bu./acl8.
PLANTING DATE: MaY 28, 2003
HARVEST DATE: SePt. 26,2003
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CrNin
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$Hiil;fr$$$$$3ff'r3lll"r.n forsisniricance Ns 121.7 \? sz.1






































































































EPLEY BROS HYBRIDS E363OBIsANDS soi-s1-olEPLEY BROS HYBRIDS fi229EPLEv BRos HyBRtDs EilsostEPLEY, BROS HYBRIDS NCMAscRow uzeb yG#*Averaqe allentries
Difference req. for sio. 5%
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## entered by UN-L Department of Agronomy and Horticulture
1 Value reordsents $2.d0 corn after drying cost of 3.5 cents per bushel per point of moisture are subtracted.
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KAYSTAR tfr-8ri0Br' 240GARST SEED C0 &171 239
NC+ S42gB 299





0R0PLAN 691 Bt ## 234







































































































































fLo!'tEER ixl851 ## 225
cRoPLAt{ i01 Bt ## 224
TRtUMPft 1416n 222
DEKALB Gen€dcs DXC 6&S 219
FOUNOAI]0il PILOT HCSO11SYGCB 217
FONNNELLI 5N2 217
Fout{oAfmil HUT HCS0113 215TRIUMPTI 112OBIRR 215GARST SEED CO 8288 215
D€lGl-8 G€rsics DKC 64-11 214
l.lC+ 3709 ## 214
NC+ 43pp ## Z1OF0Jilmnil H$T HCS0103 209
Fdriturn nLoT HCS0103YGCB 208
F0l{nflRrF 5591 203
PlolttER uN44 ## 203GARST SttD C0 8450tT ## 202
D€KA|-3 Gclfrs DKC 64-01 189
Arntrtaras 221ffi. Rlq br $g sCt 19






















































































b r  b * 1 . 5 %





















-aF t Seed Guide S.€d Gurde 2ma
ftfifl Com Hybrid Tests Hayes and Red Willow Counties' 2t103
Grain Broken DroPPed PY$91
di$ils stallo ' Elai Wightr'-e;i'- ' pct Pct lF-lbu
























































Genetics DKC 63-79 70
SEED C0 8590 ## 66
df entries 73
il h for Sig. SVo ' NS
trrred bY UN-L AgronomY DePartment
tl Gentral No.Till Gorn Hybrid Tests Lincoln and pe*ins counties 
- 2003







F$tB Genetics DKC 44-46 30
f,(ALB Genetics DKC 42-95 ## 28
6rER r'23m ## 28
qSLER T-N49 ## 27
]OLDEN HARVEST H-7615## 26
:€KALB Genetics DKC 50-18 26
]€N BESTEN 2533/.# 25
,G SEEDS LG 2503 RR ## 25
I€KALB Genetics DKC 52-45 24
IEKALB Genetics DKC 53-34 ## 23
IEKALB Genetics DKC 58-78 22




































































































































Dif. Req. lor Sig, 5%
RX601 ## 19
LG 2519 BVRR 18
LG 2533 RR ## 17






## entered by UN'L Agronomy Department
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Ngruy Rx752 YG ,6i
IBlUl\tPt1 14168t i6t
!4!1/{EYq o2-8s08t t6i
P_Ery BqSIEN 33148r t65DElfiLB-Generics DKC 63-50 265!qY_sI4! KX.877oBt t63lg..sf.EP.q rc 261e Br t6illry[FIE sx65Bt t6og!.o.y:,s- 
- 
c54a2 ## t60
I0NTANELLE Hc7e51Bt tdionruE $s4 Br 25e
!!.t _- 5411 256
Ifl.qLE! r5337cB t5d
lf_gl',tEE! 33851 ## iiip.Flt B-E9TEN 2e12ht ## t55
!4yg_o_GEN 2A812 ## tsaGRAND-VALLEY SX1395 ii2NORTHRUP KING N 68P1 ## zil
Iilg-L.EE_ I5257cB 250
!4U!FY,E $(70 '4itFONTANELLE 5282 '44DEKALB Genetics DKC S&80 ## ,ii
Iq l : -_  48238 iq iNORTHRUP KING N 65M7 ## i4Oqryrylq_ c4e08## i4oFONTANELLE 5234 ESSDE$LB_qelerics DKC 60-19 tisqltlY_qqqD us6216 ## za8GRAND_VALLEY GU(3378 "5
ill!.rytlH- 1302RW nlDEKAL_B_ Genetics DKC 57-0.t ni
Iryg.lqR T_5170 ,i3DEKALB,Genetics DKC 60-.17 tTg$LsIAn fi-78oBt iilcRow's c2145 ## 2i6Average all entries 24g






































































































































































































































































Tests Guster and Dawson Gounties ' 2003
Brclcn
Stallt
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r"r*rRJP KING N72J5 ##
'r*.8 Gerctics DKC 57-01
4,ry1€e dl entries
' ieq. br Sig. 5%
nr itred I UN-L Agronomy Department














Ditference r q. for sig. 5olo
Average all entries
Difference r q. for sig. 5%
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FOUNDATION PILOT HCSO1O6YGCB 201
CRoPLAN 441 ## 201
FOUNDATION PILOT HCSOIO6 2OO
NC+ 25728 ## 197
Average allentries 219
Dif. Req. for Sig. 5olo 16.7
## entered by UN-L Agronomy Department

















DEKALB Genetics DKC 58-78
OTTILIE 47N BT
DEKALB Genetics DKC 58-24
GARST SEED CO 8578IT
Average allentries
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t# entercd by ## antered by ## entercd by ## enteled by
UN-L Agmnomy Ull-L Agrcnomy Ull'[ Agrunomy UN-L Agrcnomy









Farmers and ranchers in 2001 spent
$995 million for feed purchased,
$2.4 billion for livestock and
poultry purchased, and $411 million
for seed purchased.
Did you know
Gross expenditures for farm














































































































































West Valley lrdgated Corn Hybrid Tests 2001 . Z00g
Auenge Grain





.# entered by ## entered byUll.L Agmnofty Ulrl-L Agronomy





















































0.2 NSDifference req. for sig. 5%
GheyenneNo-Till Corn Hvbrid Test -
Yield pct
## enlond by ## enterud by




## enlered by ## entered by
Uil-L Agrunomy UN-L Agronomy
DepafimGnl oepanment
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Dif. Req. for Sig. 5%


































## entercd by ## entered by






































































Go. Dryland d Test -
.##rnlered by ## enlered by ## entered byUN-L Agronomy UN.L Agronomy Uil.t Agrunoniy
OTTILIE zuO Si
RENZE 6424 .t29.7
KRUGER K9212 RRryGCB 12A.S
FOUNDATION PILOT HCSO113YGCB 126.2
RENZE 8454YGCB 126.4GOLDEN HARVEST H.91648t ## 121.5
KRUGER K.92.I2 YGCB 122.3
DEMLB Genetics DKC 64,11 i24.4
RENZE ffi64YGCB 119.6
MIDLAND 7813 117.8
PT0NEER 33851 ## 118.5
KRUGER K9415 120.3
KRUGER EX 215 125.3
KRUGER K9217 YGCB 121.4
RENZE 9454YGCB/RR 120.8
oTTlLtE sfi7nR Bt 117.4OITIL|E 5216 Br 119.3
KRUGER K9115 YGCB 119.1
KRUGER K9114+ YGCB 116.4
Average allentries 1i5.g jS.4
Difference required for significance . Z1.S 1.2##€ntered byUN-L Department 0t Agronomy and Horticulture
I Value represents $2.00 corn atqlryl$ lqst of 3.5 cents per bushel per of molsture are subtracted.
WABASH VALLEY TL3357BI
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NORTHRUP KING N 72J5 ## 112.8
DEMLB cenetics DKC 64-10 110.9
KRUGER K9115+ YGCB 112.3
FOUNDATION PILOT HCSO113 106.8
KRUGER K.9315 YGCB 109.5
DEMLB Genetics DKC 60-i9 ## 108.1































Grodng Degree DaYs (unadjusted)















County whnre plat is located
Did you know
Total outlays in 2001 for fertilizers, lime,
rnd pesticides were $845 million. Fuel, oil
and electricity totaled $521 million' Hired
labor expenses totaled $380 million.
Expenditures for repairs and maintenance
of capital items totaled $457 million.
Did vou know
In 2001, Nebraska farmers paid $441
million for on-farm and ranch property
taxes and $731 million in net rent to
non-operator landlords. They also paid
$764 million in interest on farm real estate
mortgage debt and on non real estate interest.
Page 29
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g # H $ s $s s $ $ $ # $ $ # s s # # $ H H





Of every dollar spent on food in 1999,
the farm value is 20 cents; 39 cents
goes to labor used by manufactures,
wholesalers and retailers. The remainins O
41 cents pays for marketing costs such Is
packaging, transportation, and advertising.
Did you know
Total depreciation and accidental
damage to farm buildings and
depreciation to motor vehicles and
other farm machinery and equipment





































NEBRASKA SOYBEAI\ VARIETY TESTS
2003 Crop Production Summary
lfi tfE6<. l(lo3 estimated soybean
brre-r *as 39 bushels per acre
il..|n :x". csted acres. The 39 bushels
*i* !f, | *-"ecls lower than the previous
nnd :r :- bushels per acre. The total
ffi :l ;.i5eatls for the state was fore-
. 
'r 
.5. r,.r-r)O bushels. This was below
,r- -?- r.: production of 176,330,000
,,h', .-:c'< estimates are from the
,a.*r \::raska Agricultural Statistics
,u:c 
.5rh soybean condition nted2%o
i '.i.:--. 6l7c good and l37o excellent,
above last year and average. Eighty-six percent
of fields had emerged, behind last year and 92
average. July 13th soybean condition was rated
2Vo poor,24Vo fair, 6OVo good and 14 excellent.
Blooming had occurred on l5%o of the
crop, behind last year at 45Vo and average at
357o. As of August lTth soybean condition
declined and rated at l3%a very poor, 79Vo poor,
34Vo fair,28Vo good, and 67o excellent. Plants
were setting pods on 83Vo of the acreage, com-
pared to 9lVo last year and 89Ea average. Crop
had begin to turn color in eastern and southern
counties. High population of aphids were being
reported in some northeastem counties. As of
September 2lnd soybean condition rated at
lSVo very poor;26Vo poor, 3 I Vo fair, 19Vo good,
and 6Vo excellent. Plants had tumed color on
897a of the crop, behind last year and 94Vo avei-
age. October 19th harvest progressed to 85Va
combined, ahead of last year at75Va and ave*
age at82Vo.
PROCEDURE
.:.: -ere obtained from 2l trials at 12 locations (Table A).
' r. eloped varieties were selected by the seed supplier or agron-
:rc University of Nebraska Department 
.of 
Agronomy and
. ---:. .{t seven locations, entries were divided into early and late
' : , 'rieties for convenience in handling. A list of entries by brand
.:..qn in Table B. Names and addresses of entrants are shown in
-:res were planted in four-row plots 15 to 35 feet long. Plots were
^ -'J four times in a randomized complete block design. In the
:..t. South Central and Northeast districts, a planting rate of 8.5
.:r tbot in 30-inch rows (148,100 seeds per acre) was used. In the
'.nral, plots were seeded with an air seeder which planted the
.-umber of seeds for each plot. The population in Red Willow
. was 220,000 seeds/a.
ir harvest, two center rows l0 to 30 feet long were threshed for
. Reported yields are corrected to l3%o moisture. Plots were rated
,:e when 95Va ofthe pods have reached their mature pod color. Five
. days of drying weather are required after "maturity" before the soy-
. have less than l5%o moisture.
Piant height is the average length in inches ofplants from the ground
re tip of the main stem at the time of maturity. Lodging is rated at
:urity according to the following scores: I = Almost all plants erect,2
rrll plants leaning slightly, or a few plants down, 3 = All plants leaning
derately (450), or 25% to 5OVo of the plants down, 4 = All plants lean-
=considerably, ot 50Vo to 80% of the plants down, 5 = Almost all plants
Protein and oil content were obtained at 19 locations in 2003. These
:e reported on a l3%o moisture basis and will appear lower than many
:ported figures. Conversions can be made to OVo by multiplying the pro-
:in or oil by 1.15. Estimated Processed Value (EPV) is calculated from
he protein and oil content from the Chicago Board of Trade prices for
.oybean oil ($.1594/1b.) and 46.0 percent protein soybean meal
Seed Guide 2004
($171.90/ton) on Sept.l, 2002. EPVA is calculated on an acre basis by
multiplying the yield (bu/acre) times the EPV/bu. The University of
Nebraska Soil and Plant Analytical Lab did the protein and oil content
analyses and we thank them for their cooperation.
The rainfall and temperature data were obtained by interpolating
across all the weather stations in Nebraska and surrounding states. The
data were supplied by I. Cottingham, Unified Climate Access Network.
Dept. of Computer Science & Engineering, University of Nebraska-
Lincoln, NE. The data are reported on page 52.
Entries generally were listed in tables in order of decreasing yield.
Average perfonnance of varieties included in trials for three years in each
area is shown in Table D. These data give an indication of year effects on
yield, maturity, lodging, plant height and seed size. '
Performance of entries cannot be measured with absolute accuracy
because of variations in moisture, soil fertility and other factors. Also,
most fields contain some spatial variability. This is the third year of use
of a statistical procedure for reducing the spatial variability. Because of
the many sources of variability, small yield differences have little signif-
icance. Differences required for significance are shown in each table at
the 5Vo level. This means that differences this great would be expected
through chance alone in I of 20 trials. A simple way of thinking of these
differences is that if all the plots had been the same variety. that would be
the difference that would have been measured. Many soybean varieties
have similar yield potentials. Early maturing varieties are favored in
some seasons and later maturing varieties in others. Period-of-years aver-
ages provide a measure of performance over a range of environmental
conditions.
Period-of-years data for varieties include two-, and three-year aver-
ages. When comparing varieties, it is important to observe their perform-
ance for more than one year. Comparisons are best if they are done over
the largest possible number of years.
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RESULTS AT INDIYIDUAL LOCATIONS
Northeast (pages 41_44)
Six tests were planted at two locations in
Dixon and pierce County with four varieties
entered in the conventional dry and four vari_
eties in the irrigated test. Thirty two varieties
were entered in the Roundup Ready Early
tests. Forty seven varieties were eniered in
the Roundup Ready Late tests in both loca_
tions.^The Dixon County tests were planted
May 28th and harvested October ttttr. fne
conventional dry land test averaged 29.6
bu/a. While the Early Roundup Ready dry
land test averaged 35.4 bu/a. The dry land
Late Roundup Ready test aver aged 36.3 bu/a.
The Pierce County Irrigated Conventional
tests were planted May 29th and Harvested
October Z2th. The conventional test averaged
43.5 bila. The early Roundup Ready iest
averaged 58.7 bu/a. Late Roundup Ready test
averaged 58.8 bu/a.
East/South Central (pages 45_47)
Seven tests at four locations were planted in
Saunders, Clay, Furnas and ,Washinston
Counties. Forty nine entries were entej in
the early maturing Roundup Ready trial.
Twenty nine enhies in the late maturitv
Roundup Ready trial and eighteen entries in
the Cyst Nematode trial. The Saunders
County irrigated test was planted May 27th
and harvested October 20th. This test was
conventional tilled into com stubble with
good moisture. Test was sprayed twice with
Roundup. Roundup Ready Early test aver_
aged 63.0 bushels per acre. Farm entrv was
Pioneer 93801 @ 60.7 bu/a. The Roundup
Ready Lare lesr averaged 62.4 bushels pei
acre. Farm entry was Mycogen 5B31IRR @
63.4brila. The Clay County gravity irrigated
plot was planted May 26thwittr four rep'lica_
tions of four rows in thirty inch rows. The
early maturing Roundup Ready varieties
averaged 69.4 bushels per acre. Farmer entry
were Producers 3l0RR @ 62.9 and entrv
Producers 3l7RR @ 67.3 bu/a. The late
|u]1n8- ngundup Ready varieries averaged68.7 bushels per acre. Farmer entries were
Pioneer Brand 93M60RR @ 70.7 and
93M91RR @ 52.4 bu/a. The Furnas Countv
Roundup Ready tests were pivot irrigated.
Tests were planted May 23rd and harJested
by custom harvester by mishke. No data for
yields were taken. The Washington County
Cyst Nematode plot was planted May 2gtir
and harvested October 20th. Timely iuiofun
helped this dryland plot to average 53.5
bushels per acre.




were in 4 rows, 30 imh
gated. The field was
row Kinze planter undcr
tions. Some of the plots
over damage from the
along with heavy rains
mer resulted in herbici&
areas. Only non affected
in this report. plant heights
normal.
Central Irrigated (pp
Two tests were planted u tn
Southeast (pages 47491
There were four tests at two locations in
Richardson and Thayer Counties. The earlv
Roundup Ready had 25 entries. Richardson
county Farmer entries were Kaw 344 @
44.7, Hoegemeyer 300LR @ 4g.0,
Hoegemeyer 300NR @ 44.7 bu,/a. Average
for all entries was 46.9 bu/a. The late matu-r_
ing Roundup Ready test had 2g entries. The
Richardson County test was planted May
23th and harvested October gth. This was a
no-till test planted in 30 inch rows into sov_
bean stubble. The late maturing Rounaup
Ready group averaged,45.9 bushJs p", u....
Farmer entries were Hoegemeyer 362 @
46.2,391 @ 4t.0, Mycogen 58381 @ 44.2.
entries. The Menick Counry U(
May 27th and harvested OctotE
test was planted into 30 inch ror
irrigated. This test averaged g05
acre. The Dawson County test r
May 22th and harvested bctoUcr
Merrick and Dawson
was a ridge till test that was




"'J;?r3#: 1u^y,i]-'fl1y:,ryrued,o,he..Roundup075p+_coC,;, o,;;;;;;ffi;#il##,:",;":::'lT ;ff::';Hi'i';"hPi:?iilltlff.n'i;u*i;oz + Refbr I oz + 0-25vo v/v NIS + 2.5 rb avts ,"u, applied on 42.20002w 97 p37<6elqao Rourdup utrra Max 26 oz+Fusilade DX J;;:t$if# ' 002w e '827s6
:lJ'l--#1,#i.mfft;tr"y:"Tn*e"::t':",:":tiil $arer: pivor irrigation. Crop history: com 2002,
was conventional till, pivot irrigated.
planted May 27st, harvested October!
_ 
North Central (page Se
Two tests were planted in Brown ad
Counties. The Brown Countu
ed test was planted June 2nd and
October 10th. Average of all entries
bushels per acre. The perkins
averaged 51.5 bu/a.














Pf.rG Ccrter pivot Irrigation. 2002 corn. Fertilizer: 35 lb Ntlrqi pror- The entire study received pursuit plus herbicide.l{crtrob used on conventionai varieties *"." pouu plus 1.5 pt +hrrr : EC { oz + Flexstar 0.75 pt + COC t qt. On futy I l, Roundup
e + P
C^lay: Gravity irrigated. Crop history: Corn in 2002 andsoybeans2ff)1. The herbicide used was 26 orla Rounaup Ufnu nf* broadcrpreemergence 5-31. 28 ozla Roundup Weathei Max post emergen7-23. Soil sample 24 inch depl{ pH O.z, r."y_f | 32 ppm, Kppm, O.M. l.6%o. Coordinates; N 40.5g07 W _9g.13967
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hirtcd. Crop history: com in 2002 and soybeans
4nyed twice with Roundup 24 ozla, broadcast post
at planting 4.5 galla of 12-0-0 and 4.5 gal 8-20-
+ 0-8 lb Zinc placed 2 inches to the side and 2 inch-
d 32 % N through the pivot at the flowering stage.
At depth pH 5.5, Buffer pH 6.7, Bray-l P 43 ppm,
ct 1.2. Coordinates: N 47.00637 W -98.24456
Itrylrnd. Crop history: 2OO2 corn. No fertilizer
: Roundup Ultra twice sprayed. Tillage program:
for spider-mites and grass hoppers with Lorsban.
s oeeded. Soil test: Nitrogen in sample 69lbla,6.4 avg
55. Buffer pH 6.6, Lime needed 4000 lb/a, O. M.2.9Va,
ppm HI, K 412 ppm VHI. Coordinates: N 40.1383 W -
to37
Irrigated. Crop History: 2OO2 corn. No fertilizer.
Ronndup Ultra applied twice @ 16 oz and 2O ozla. Tillage
rr-till. This test was hand weeded as needed. Soil test:
n sample 112lbla, 10.4 avg ppm, Soil pH 5.8, Buffer pH
n€eded 6000 lb/a, O. M. 3.3Vo, Bray-l P ppm 42 HI,
pm M7 VHI. Coordinates: N 41.3773 W -96.6159
r 288
Plvot irrigated. No till into com stalks. Crop history: 2001
2002 corn. Fertilizer: 60 lb P + l0 S preplant. Herbicide:
*rgence: Ttvo applications of Roundup Ultra Max at 25 ozla.
st Water pH 7.46, Buffered pH 7.00, Excess lime 3, Potassium
i1t. Bray-1 P ppm22.681, P(SBC) ppm 18.49. Coordinates: N
40.26814W -t00.21771
Dawson: Ridge till, furrow irrigated. Crop history: 2002-com,
200l-soybeans. Fertilizer: none. Herbicide: Post emergence: I qt
Glyphosate on both June 3 and June 18. Applied 6 oz/1000 ft ofrow
soil inoculate at planting. Soil test: Water pH 6.93, Buffer pH 7.00,
Excess lime 0, K 632 ppm, Bray-1 25.87 ppm. Coordinates: N
40.75117 W -99.65478
Brown: Minimum till, furrow irrigated. Crop history: 2OO2 com,
2001 soybean. Fertilizer: l0 gal lO-34-O + 2 gal Thiosol at planting.
Herbicide: Prowl 1.6 pt PRE, Firstrate 0.61 oz POST. Applied 6
ozl1000 feet of row soil inoculate at planting. Soil test: Water pH
4.28, Buffer pH 5.91, Excess Lime 0, K524ppm, Bray-1 P91.0 ppm.
Coordinates: N 42.59867 W -99.98456
Perkins: Conventional till, pivot irrigated. Crop history: soybeans
in 2001 and corn in 2002. Preplant: 1l N, 56 P. Post: 65 N, 15 S.
Herbicide: 1 qt Glyphosate + postemergence. Insecticides: none. Soil
test: Water pH 6.41, Buffer pH 7.00, K 376 ppm, Bray-l P 23.24 ppm
Coordinates: N 40.81638 W -101.80383
Washington SCN: Dryland. Crop history - 20O2 Corr. Herbicide:
Roundup Ultra. Tillage: Conventional. Soil test: Nitrogen in sample
69 lbla,6.4 avg ppm, Soil pH 7.8, Excess lime MAED, Lime needed
0 lb/a, O.M. Z.S%o,Bray-l Phosphorus ppm 45 HI, K 359 ppm VHI,














Table A. Locations. Nebraska $oybean performance Tests. 2009.









































Poast Plus, Pursuit, Flexstar,
Fusion, Roundup Ultra Max, Fusilade
Thurman loamy fine sand
Poast Plus, Pursuit, Flexstar
Rounduo Ultra Max




























RR (Early) May 23
RR (Late) May 23
RR (Early) May 28
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- ln ivers, : ,








327RR,  D.G.3200,  D G"  3242RR,  D.G.3263RR,  D.G,32M32,  D.G.3321NRR,  D.G.3323RR,
D.c.  3362NRR, D.G, 35R27, D.G. 38K28, D.G.31835, D.G,31G3A, n.G.3472/,  D.G,37B2g
F8192NRR, FB2B1NRR, X9221NRR
3274RR, 3285RR,3295RR
20i8RR, 2502 RR, 2603RR, 2577RR, 2B12RR1N,2B34RR, 2903RR,3083, 3135RR,
3212RR/N, D294fiRiN, XR27N02
2604 ,2974 ,2914 ,  3111 ,X2324
211+ RR,222A RR,223+ RR, zz7 nR,2g0 RR,2s0 RR,251 RR,252 RR,255 RR,260
RR,26?-2 RR,268 RR,270 RR,28t+ RR,zgz RR,2g9+ RR,2g2 RR,31g RR,gz2-2RR,323
RR,323+ RR,344 RR/SON,BbB RR,35E ftR,s77 RR/scN,379 RR,3B0 RR/scN,3B3 RR.390
RR/SCN,3$3 ARISCN,395 RR/SCN,397 RR/SCN,4O4 RR
1067RR,457nR, 647RR,67BRR,6ggRRN, 917RR, g40, 957RRN, g67RR, E247BT, E2530R.
E2780R, E2857R, E2878R, E2900R, E2978R, E3100I E3140R, E3245R
C2434RF, C2625RR , C2991RR, C2991RR, C3444NRR, C2883RR, C9284RR
9A274NRR. 98314NRR, gB333RS, 9ts354RS, 9B374NRR
IVI -224RR, M.234R R,M-253 RR, M-284R R
58311,5368RR
s29-Cg, S30-P6
8190RR, 8244RR,8279RR, 8294RR,8303RR,8319RR, 54
928g4, g3B0g
PB-2343RR, PB-2421,R R, P8-2552 RR, PB-2643RR, PB-2732RR, P8-2821 RR, PB-3063RR, PB-
3292RR, P8-3732RR
R2114RR, R2403RR, R2524RR, R2724RR, R2zB3Rcn, R2B03RR, R2822RR, R2B84RR.
R2914RR, R2994Rcn, R3383Rcn, R3684Rcn, R3692RR, R3g14RR, R3994Rcn
sot 2141ARR, SOt 2541RR,S0| 2642NRR,S0I 271RR,SO| 2792RR,SOt 2833RR, Sot
2B58NRR,S0t 2872RR,S0i 288,SOt 2953RR,SOt 3140RR,S0t 344RR,S0l 3632NRR
264A-4, 2942-4,5?900-4, s31g3-4, 53532-4, 53632-4, S3g32_4
374RR, Exp,3350RRS
2907RR{CN), 2$33RR, 3't13RR, 3222RR(CN), 3530RR(CN)
TR3283RR, T X2J28RR
NE 3301HlR ,NF 3301H2R ,NE X 23CI1 ,I\F X 8903
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iili ::, 200.1 64.6
2002 55.5
2003 66.3






.:, ies) 2001 63.6
2002 15.7
2003 51.9
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Ranking sixth in the United States,
Nebraska agriculture exports in fiscal
year 2001 toraled $2.9 billion. Nebraska
ranked first in live animals and meat
exports at $894 million, third in feed
grains and products at $612 million, and




Did vou know Did ))ou kn,ow
Every dollar in agricultural e,-,ports
generates $1.48 in economic activities
such as transportation, financing
w;uehousing, and production. Nebraska's
$2.9 billion in agricultural exports translate



























DEMLB Genetics ZS-51 ##
DY-GRO D.G.32OO W
DY.GRO 0,G.3242 RR P
DY.GRO D.G. 3263 RR P
DY.GRO D.G.32M32 P
DY-GRO D.G.3321 NRR P
DY.GRO D.G. 3323 RR P



























FOUR STAR 3274RR P
FOUR STAR 3285RR W




































































































































































































































































































"*r1 r?' ety characteristics 2003 (con't.)
. :  P
: q  w
: :  W
- i R  W
, : i S C N  p
:  : i  P
':  trRr'SCN W
' ;R/SCN P
. , i R  P
: RR/SCN W
: ;  l R  W
, ' ,  RR/SCN W
::,,  RB/SCN P
i : r  RR/SCN W
: : ' R B / S C N  P
] . 4  R R  P
' ! 67RR
J iTRR


























































































































































































































































































































































































































.RAIR!E BRAND PB-2821RR]RAIRIE BRAND PB-3O63RR]RAIRIE BRAND PB.3292RR]SAIRIE BRAND PB-3732RR
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- DATA NOT SUBMITTED
1 Pod color: Tn = Tan. Br = Brown
2H i l umco lo r :B f=Bu f f ,B r=Brack ,B r=Brown ,G=Grax rb= rmper fec tb rack , y=ye i l oworc rea r
3 Phytophthora rating: R= resistant, S = susceptible,
4 lron chlorsis sc0res: 1=n0 Chlorosis, g=Severe chlorosis and death.
suceptibility of the entries toiron deficiency chlorosis was evaluated with three replications f pl0ts with a soil pH 0f g.3 to g.3,5 Flower color: W = white. p = purple


















































































































































































































































































Seed Protein Oit EpVA Maturiiy













19.64 233,66 10 1
19.22 216.58 10 1
211.4.1 10 1
18.95 211.90 10 2

























: ior sig. 5olo
r:iieast.lqrly Ro_undup Ready Soybean Uariety Test
- r:n and Pierce Counties - 2003
Planl Grain Grain Grain
Height Seed Protein Oil









































































21.15 322.39 I 24
20.62 310 89 I 22
21.36 311.23 I 24
20.61 305.65 I 27
20.79 312.93 I 22
20.70 308.76 I 23
20.99 309.93 I 21
20.15 294.32 I 25
19.44 290.28 I 23
20.15 297.80 g 22
21.04 287 ,57 g 25
19.87 283.87 I 25
20.32 292.08 I 21
20.13 289.68 g 28
20.'13 289.68 I 28
19.87 284.29 I 23
19.71 284.40 I 22
20.91 286.23 I 22
19.93 278.17 I 25
20.85 283.67 I 22
20.90 276.32 I 21
20.39 280 98 g 22
20.35 271.65 I 21
19.97 270.82 I 24
20.52 270.66 I 18
20.32 274.07 I 21
19.76 272.28 I 26
20.57 265.48 I 26
20,64 261.27 I22
21.00 258.86 I 21
20.74 256.88 I 22
20.39 256.18 g 21
20.65 248.38 I 22
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Northeast Gonventional $oybean variety Tests 2002 - z00g
Average allentries








































































































3360 35.5 18.9 330
3s70 35.2 19.0 g26
3290 35.6 19.0 320
3360 36.1 18.7 315
s350 36.2 18.7 310
3346 35.7 18.9 320
















Northeast Early Maturing Roun
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Late Roundup Ready Soybean Variety Test Dixon and Pierce Counties - 2003
Flant Grain Grain Gtain
Variely Pierce Height Seed Protein Oil
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3450 35.98 20.78 319.41
3510 35.82 20.15 310.01
3480 36.43 20.52 313 56
3370 36.03 20.67 304.55
3210 36.65 20.45 304.96
3470 36.09 20,19 296.75
3430 3s.54 20.73 294.91
3490 37.41 21.01 305.90
342A 35.75 21.00 297.95
3510 3672 21.03 301 57
3s90 36.73 20.43 299.09
3600 35,82 2A.42 251,51
3570 35.44 24.47 289.87
3610 36.40 20.35 289.66
3370 36.68 20.4s 292.70
3410 35.87 20.70 289.75
3460 36.33 20.56 290.03
3430 37.06 20.68 294.74
3540 36.55 20.26 287.16
3250 36.10 20.20 283.34
3430 35.49 2013 282.15
3370 36.67 20,51 288.11
3650 35.70 19.59 278.46
3350 36.56 20.43 285.95
3360 36.44 20 31 283.69
3600 36.05 20.64 283.44
3470 37.7A 20.11 287.21
3600 35.77 20"42 277.77
3500 36 50 20.43 28257
3510 36.17 20.69 275.43
3840 35.41 20 55 274.22
3480 36.99 20 50 282.05
327A 36.67 20.47 280.06
3190 36.61 21 .A7 279.38
3430 37.15 2A.20 278.69
3370 36.38 20.43 275.11
3830 37.84 20.38 279.76
3380 37.21 20.54 277.93
3550 35.45 19.83 264.33
3600 36.28 20.94 274.83
3510 37.83 19.57 272.54
3510 35,38 20.68 264.85
3670 38.55 20.01 276.97
3690 36.51 20.53 266.78
3460 37.47 20.38 273.01
3220 36.39 20.93 270.56
3380 36.18 20.75 264.25
3475 36.40 20.50 286.70



































































Bushel Plail Plant Grain Gnin Grain
Weighl Lodging Heighl Seed Protein oil EPUA Malurity
lblbu Rating Inches /lb Pct Pct $/A ttl0 DAY
'r [ F.








. iIE BRAND PB.2821RR 66.4
.. TiE BRAND PB.3O63RR 66.2


























































































































































































































































































































19.39 415.42 I 25
19.59 415.73 I 27
19.10 418.31 I 27
19.66 416.66 I 27
19.04 420.80 I 29
19.64 416.36 I 27
19.95 420.89 I 28
18.M 417.25 9 25
19.24 410.99 9 27
19.93 412.03 9 26
'19.19 408.20 I 27
19.58 409.17 9 26
18.76 415.90 I 30
20.11 409.02 I 25
19.72 4A.73 I 27
20.10 415.98 I 25
19.97 411.43 I 24
19.29 409.72 I 28
19.62 405.70 I 25
19.61 422.56 I 26
19.19 400.02 I 26
20.02 401.78 I 26
19.11 394.97 I 30
19.03 401.47 I 26
19,74 402.53 I 26
19.97 402.33 g 25
19.84 406.37 9 26
20.17 397.40 I 25
20.09 400.18 I 29
19.99 394.08 I 29
19.19 391.57 I 26
19.99 397.59 I 26
19.81 384.59 I 26
20j4 390.55 I 30
18.55 381.76 I 27
19.02 386.24 I 27
't8.65 382.52 9 26
19.64 373.01 I 30
19.24 380.40 I 29
19.37 376.99 I 29
18.24 384.04 S 27
19.38 369.03 I 29
18.98 377.48 I 28
19.29 364.65 I 29
19.61 365.29 I 25
18.81 383.15 I 28
18.87 375.77 I 27
19.96 370.52 9 29
19.30 356.11 I 29












: 251 RR 68.4
2903RR 68.4
sot 2833RR 68.3
': lZE R2884RR 64.0
: 
- NE 2640-4 64.0
:TAIRIE BRAND PB.2552RR 63.7













0RoPLAN RT3l76 ## 60.1
TRTS0Y 2907RR(CN) 59.7
Average all entries 66.3
Difference req. for sig. 5% 4.5
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East/South Central Late Roundup Ready Uariety Test Saunders and Cou
Weight
Plant Plant Grain
Lodging Heighl $eed Protein oil Eh!
I
ASGROW AG33O2 ##
l iAA-- Nr 330lH2R
















































19.14  : : :  i l
19.25 r ' :  !
18.72 1:.: :
20.59 ! i-  :
20.61 .1' i  !{ .
19.37 ;?9! . :
1 9 . 2 9  1 i ' -




18 .83  39 :  j '
19 .36  3S8 i -
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o t . o
61 .5
o t . z
63.4
62.0
o t . J











































































































































Difference req. for sig. 5olo
19.05 386 3- r
18.50 3922i
19.52 386 7: t













BUSHEL GRAIN GRAIN GRAIN
WEIGHT SEED PROTEIN OIL EPVA M



























38.2 19.0 385 I
36.6 18.7 371 I
35.9 19.0 367 I
36.7 19.4 372 I
37.0 19.2 369 I
36.0 19,0 357 I
36.5 19.4 360 I
37 .4 19.3 366 I
36.3 19.5 356 I
37.2 18.6 356 9
36.7 18.9 353 I
37.3 18.3 351 I
36.8 19.0 364 I
1.1 0.4 NS
94.4 18.5 354 9
35.0 18.4 353 9
36.0 18.7 356 I
34.8 18.8 347 I
































Difierence req. for sig. 590










































o J .  I
62.5
62.0









































'i":.::r central Late Maturing RR Soybean variety Tests 2002 '2003
ORAIN PLANT PLANT BUSHET
iiilD LoDGING HEIGHT wEIGHT
BU/A RATING INCHES LB'BU
GRAIN CRAIN GRAIN
SEED PROTEIN OIL EPVA MATURITY





























































































































Sead Plotein Oil EWA
/lb Pct Pcl $/A M0 DAY
. ,  ROSS
,ENE
, --GR0























































































19.75 346.04 I 24
19.80 336,02 9 23
21.44 331.29 I 21
21.06 330.60 I 23
2f.39 319.83 I 23
20.34 310.30 9 25
20.80 318.55 I 22
20.05 311.43 9 22
19.61 301.66 I 23
19.65 305.03 I 23
20.41 311.78 I 25
20.81 313.54 I 22
20.85 310.33 I 24
20.03 303.85 I 22
20.69 2S9.15 I 22
20.21 303.02 I 22
20.55 296.77 I 21
20.57 295.09 9 23
20.52 294.32 9 22
19.71 307.52 I 22
20.19 287.14 I 22
20.69 284.26 I 22
21.10 278.98 I 23
20.12 277.65 I 25
20.40 307.11 I 23
1.00 25.00 1Average allentries



































































Difference req. for sig. 5olo NSN e



































































































































































































20.30 3fr : :
20.44 2W i'
20.66 3tr : i  e





















19.74 257.47 I :
19,92 261.82 I :
20.22 248.90 I :
20.30 280.39 I ii
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mfffffff l Late Maturing RR Soybean Variety Tests 2002 '2003
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6Difference r q. for sig. 5olo
ieed Guide 2004
Central lrrigated RR Soybean Variety Tests 20q:2003
Average allentries




35 .8  2 -
35.7 i  g
36.6 2i




















































































































































Difference r q. for sig. 5olo
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r G. 3362 NRR 52.0
l G. 35R27 46.7
D G. 32M32 57.9













































































= req, for sig. 5olo
GRA|N PLANT BUSHEL cRA!!'l GRAIN GRAIN
YIELD HEIGHT ['EId.Hi SEED PROTEIN OIL EWA
BU/A INCHES 
.LBIBO 
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Total assets (excluding operator
househoids) in Nebraska farms and
ranches totaled an estimated $44'4
billion as of December 31, 2001,
virtually unchanged from a year ago'
1
o
Did yow know 5-)
Farm and ranch equitY (excluding f
operator households) was estimated at I
nearly $34.5 billion as of December
31,2001. This represents a 1 percent
decrease compared to $34.8 biliion in
farm equity the Previous Year'
rrashingt0n c0..Gyst Nematode variety Tests 2002 ' 2003
R27B3Rcn 49'6
D.G. 3362 NRR 45.0
ieed Guide 2004
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KAGRAIN SORGHUM HYBRID TESTS
2003 Crop Production SummarY




Igr.. sorghum planted in Nebradka in 20.03 was 650,000 acres. The following are the statewiile growing conditions fol Stuin
b E) June 15, sorghrrm was planted.withg:l,o/o complete. Behind last year at96%o andgl%o avefage. Emergence was at 66Vo of
with those having similar maturities.
Variations in soil fertility, moisture
conditions and other factors are found in
each test area. This makes it impossible to
measure yielding ability of hybrids with
absolute accuracy. For this reasbn, small
yield differences have little meaning. A
statistical measure of differences required
for significance is given in each table'
These differences were computed lt the 5
percent levels of significance. At the 5 per-
cent level a difference of that magnitude
wbuld be expbCted once in twenty trials
through chance alone. This is the fifth year
of using a statistical procedure for mini:
mizing spatial variability on the plot area.
bu/a, Pioneer 84G62 @ 87.7 bu/a,
DEKALB Genetics DK- 44 @ 66.2bila.
Average for all entries was 66.9 bu/a.
South Central (Page 60)
Clay County irrigated and dryland
plots had 17 entries,4 replications,4 rows
30 inches wide. Plots were harvested using
the center two rows. The irrigated plot
used gravity irrigation and was located at
the SCREC near Clay Center. The average
yield for the irrigated plot was 160.9 bu/a.

















; behind of last year atS$Vo ancl83Eo aGrage. Condition of the crop rated as 4Vo poot, 32Vo fat, 64Vo good, and 13Vo excel-
5 t+, sorghurn conditfuih ruted l%o very poor, 3 Vo poor,32Vo far, 54Vo godd and l0%o excellent, above last year and aver-
per cent of the'acreage was headed. By September 2l iisarghum condition ratad 237o very poor' 33Vo poor, 34Vo fur' IOVo
last year but below average. The crop had turned color on 887o of the acreage behind last year at 89Vo and average at94Vo.
I lEc€nt was mature" behind of last year at 59Vo and average at 55Vo. By October 19, sorghum condition was rated 20Vo very
* *t 37Vo fay,,l3fto good, and \Vo excellent. Harvest was 49Vo completed, behind last year at 547o and average at 59Vo'
16,sorghumhalvestmadegoodprogresswithg6%o complete,aheadof lastyear at927o andnearaverage at97Vo' s:N
w -103.69046.
l.L:rtions of trials are shown on the
r t h-ce l1). Names of cooperators are
m m Table A. Entrants and entries are
m m Tables B and C, respectively.
lad for testing was fumished by the
m Seeding rates varied with location
r 3rn inTable D. All seed not sent with
. r-eoer was treated with Concept.
dg was accomplished with cone or air
r rnounted on commonly used row
rcTs. Two-row or 4-row plots, 20 to 30
r:r foog were used.
Data on one-half bloomEere obiained
r tee of the sites by visiting plots on
d€nute days during the flowering period.
run moisture determinations were made
r harvest at a time''when rdifferences
The average performance of all entries
.i each 2003 test location is shown in Table
.{,ll tests were machine harvested this
:ar. The average performance of hybrids
'cluded in trials over a three-year period
. shown in Table E. This data indicates the
:1-ect of seasonal growing conditions on
.r characters measured. Stalk lodging
:r!a are included only for experiments




between entries were relatively high. This
gives an indication of relative grain drying
rates.
Plant height and head exsertion read-
ings were made at harvest. Lodging read-
ings were taken at harvest. Reported yields
are based on 56 pounds per bushel and l4
percent grain moisture.
Maturity of a hybrid is an important
consideration in its adaptation to a given
location. Entries were listed in data tables
in ordqr of decreasing yields. Maturity of a
. 
hybrid was recorded gs plant bloom days
I or days from planting to half bloom.
Variations do occur in maturity among tri-
als and over years data. In analyzing yield
evaluations, hybrids should be compared
RESULTS
Twenty six entries were planted at two
locations excluding farmer entries. Gage
County farm entries were NC+ 7C22 @
100.0 bu/a, Mycogen 697 @ 95.9 bu/a,
Pioneer 84G62 @ 118.9 bu/a and NK K73-
J6 @ 11'2.8 bu/a. Average for all entries
were 103.1 bu/a. This test was planted in
the same field as the Southeast Dryland
Corn Hybrid trial. The average for all corn
entries was 8i7.3 bula compared to the
average of all sorghum entries of 103 bu/a.
Saline County farm entries were NC+
7C22 @ 82.4bula, Mycogen 697 @ 67.2
Amf ieed Guide 2004
plbt was seeded with a slot planter using a
4 row Kinze planter. Dryland test average
sorghum yield was 72.5 bula. The average
moisture was 16.57o.
Southwest (Page 61)
Fourteen hybrids were testqd in Red
Willow and Hayes Counties using no till
plots. The Red Willow test averaged 97.1
bu/a. Average moisture was l2.l7o.Hayes
test averaged 4l.l bu/a. Average moisture
was l0.1Vo.
West (Pages 61-62)
Sixteen entries were tested in
Cheyenne and Deuel Counties. The
Cheyenne County test averaged 35.8 bu/a
arrd23.lVo moisture.
Precipitation in the spring of 2003
was about average, but due to extreme
drought in 2002, subsoil moisture was
below average. From mid June until the
end of August precipitation was below
average, and temperatures above average.
Rainfall came in small amounts at inter-
mittent times which caused variable
response within the plot. This also slowed
the maturity of the sorghum. Some precip-
itation and warm weather in September
helped with maturity, but most varieties
were not mature when killed by frost
Oct.l. The Deuel County test was no till
dryland and averaged 28.8 bu/a. Planting
was delayed by rainy weather. Then a hard
rain after planting reduced stands and
caused a problem with grassy weeds. This
was followed by severe drought, with one
good rain in August. Warm September
weather along with soc
resulted in some grain ytc[
had been slowed so much bY
most was immature when
October.
West Gravity Irrigated
One test in Scotts Bluff
19 entries. Average for all
bu/a. Very low bushel weiSL
average for all entries.
delayed due to drought. There
to germinate the croP after
there was no emergence until
was applied on June 24' This wr
by good growing conditions fc
sorghum, but the crop was too fr
and not much was mature when
early October frost.
Gage (dryland): No-till. Crop history:
2002 soybeans. Fertilizer: Preplant 120
lbs/a N. Herbicide: Spirit 1oz, 21 5 pt 2,4-D.
Insecticide: None. Hand hoed Plot.
Nitrogen in depth sampled 7llbla,6.6 avg
ppm, soil pH 6.4, Lime needed 0 lb/a' O.
M.3. l%o,  Bray -1 P 13 PPm low, K 331
ppm. Coordinates: N 40.3023 W 96.6611'
Saline (dryland): Notill. Crop history:
2002, 2001soybeans. Fertilizer: 28-0-0 liq-
uid 100lbs Nitrogen. Herbicide: Roundup
for burn down, Bicep II Mag.. Insecticide:
None. Nitrogen in depth sample 206 lbla,
Soil pH 5.1, Lime needed 6000 lbia, O.M.
2.4Vo,Bruy-l P 9.8 PPm Low, K 396 PPm'
VHI. Coordinates: N 40.624W -91.0429.
Clay (gravity irrigated): Crop history.
Soybeans 20A2 arrd sorghum in 2001.
Fertilizer: 160 lbs/a N as anhydrous
ammonia. Herbicide: 2.1 qtla Bicep II
Magnum, 30 ozlaRoundup Ultra Max pre-
emergence broadcast. Insecticide: None.
Nitrogen in depth sample 24lbla' Soil pH
7.0, O.M. 3.\Vo,BraY-l P 10 PPm, K 364
ppm, Sulfate 1 ppm, Zinc 0'91 PPm.
Coordinates: N 40.57901 W -98. 14481.
Page 54
Cultural Practices
Clay (dryland): Crop history: soybeans
2002, grass 2001. Fertilizer: 105 lbs/a N as
28Vo preplant. Insecticide: None.
Herbicide: 2.1g.laBicep II Mag broadcast
preemergence. Nitrogen in depth sample
67 lbla, Soil pH 6.1, O.M. 2.97c,8rcY-l P
16 ppm, K 550 ppm, Sulfate 1 PPm, Zinc
1.4 ppm. Coordinate: N 40.57731 W -
98.1297.
Red Willow (No till): No-till. Crop histo-
ry: fallow 2001, wheat 2002.Fertilizer:7.5
gal 32-0-0 + 7.5 gal 10-32-0 at planting.
Herbicide: 2 pt Touchdown + 4 pt Bicep II
Magnum preplant. Insecticide: Lorsban at
8 ozl1000 ft. Nitrogen in depth sample 55
lb/a, Soil pH 5.69, O.M.2.96V0, Bray-l P
47.56 ppm, K 500 PPm. Coordinates: N
40.25166 W -100.64918.
Ilayes (No till): Crop history: 2001 wheat'
2002 wheat. Fertilizer: 14 gal32-0-0 + 6
gal 10-34-0 preplant. Herbicides: 2.8 pt
Guardsman Max + 0.5 pt Banvel prepant
and24 oz Glyphosate preplant burn down.
Insecticide: Lorsban 8 ozll000ft' Nitrogen
in depth sample 19|19 lbla, Soil pH 5.73'
O.M. 0.93 ppm, BraY-l P 42.4PPm,K7l7
ppm. Coordinates: N 40.38048
101.00389.
Deuel (Fallow): CroP history:
till into winter wheat stubble.
lb/a N, 15 lb P prePlant, starter of 7
24lbP + 0;75lblaZn. Herbicide:
Insecticide: None. Nitrogen in depth
pled 109 lb/a, Soil PH 6.2, Lime
6000 lb/a, O.M. 1.87o, BraY-l P 37
836 ppm. Coordinates: N 41.23117
103.01576.
Cheyenne (No-Till): Dry land. CroP
ry: Planted no-till into winter wheat
ble. Fertilizer: 55 lb/a N pre- plant,
of 7 lb N, 24 lb P + .75lb Zn.
Afiazine. Insecticide: None. Nitrogen
depth sampled 138 lb/a, Soil pH 7.0, O.
2.2Vo, Bray-1 P 23 PPm, K 828
Coordinates: N 41.23117 W -103.01576. Dit
Scotts Bluff (Irrigated): Con
tillage, gravity inigated. 2002 crop
dry edible beans. No fertilizer, soil
showed a residual 175-200 lbs ofni
and a high level of PhosPhorus. No
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Bicep ll Magnum, Roundup Ultra Max
Hastings silt loam
Bicep ll Magnum, Roundup Ultra Max
Crete silt loam
Bicep ll Magnum
Holdrege & Keith silt loam
Bicep ll Magnum, Balance
Kuma silt loam




































Triumph Seed Co., Inc.
Lincoln, NE 68583
7159 N. 247 W., Mt.Hope, KS. 67108
1104 W 18th Rd, Aurora, NE 68818
1101 Mansfield Drive, Ft. Collins, C0 80525
P 0. Box 189, New Deal, TX 79350
P. 0. Box 1050, Ralls, TX 79357
I






venty-two percent of all Nebraskans
e employed in farm or farm-related
,bs.
Did \)ou know
In2002, Nebraska ranked third in the
United States in ethanol production
capacity of 370 million gallons.
Approximately 135 million bushels




Brand Hybrid Zone * Brand Hybrid
I Sorohum Partners X654 ADekalb/Asgrow Monsanto X210 B I
Asgrow Pulsar B I Sorghum Partners 1i?'
oxiso-oo B I Sorghum Partners 251
DKs3-11 A I  I  Tr iumPh TR461 
Al
D K S 5 4 - 0 0 A l l T r i u m P h T R 4 6 o l B
DKS44-41 I I TriumPh t**"t'u..-.^-
DKS42-20 I I UNL N250AXN248R
I uttL N25oA x 1038RA 5 7 1  A l  l u r ' r L
I urul N251A x 1038RMonsantoXl2S A . .  I
Monsantox218 A . .  I  ur ' r i  N252AX1038Rl v l u l l S d l l l u  n . r u  I
r I UNL N25oA x N249R5ee0 cc lc  -  |Uals t  J eu  J r  rJ |  . . .
Garst Seed 5750 D r I UNL N252AI.NZ9R
;;;; *tu* E I UNL ulf:::1
il t* D I UNL Y111:::ioEuu I
s e e d 5 4 6 0 A l B l U N L : l | : : : ? :
;;;i;;;; s44o I I UNL UNL 3012
G a r s r s e e d  5 6 3 1 Y  B  I  u N L  : * : : :  t ' B0  c o J l l  
PartnersKs5B5 A I B D r I  UNL l$Y:
PArtNErSKT3-J6 A I B D I UNL UI!:99:ovrv r ru ' I '  
;  o  I  uNL UNL 3o1o ASorghumPartnersK35-Y5 A I B I -:.. ;i l;;;;
s'r'hum parrners Ks310 D E I UNL yli ilii o ;
;;ffi;il;;;' A I B D r I 1111 uNL2o26 
A
mPartnersNK54ls A I B D E I UNL I*l i l l :9: l i t1 
A
I uNL TX631 x N581R 
A
Sorghum Partners NK8828 A I
sorghumPartnersNKT633 A I  B D E I  uNL TX631XN580R 
A '
; i * r o=Sou theas t ,Zone l=Sou thcen t ra l ,ZoneB=Wes tCen t ra l ,ZoneD=Wes tDry land 'E=Wes t l r r i ga ted
4










































lI E. Sorghum performance.
Inge for common entries over years within tests.
tr! years. 2001 - 2003.
Grain Planting
Year yield to bloom
bu/a days
(4 entries)






































<th Grain sorghum production, 2002 - 15,000,000 bushels
J Sorghum silage production,2002 - 188,000 tons
Commercial hog slaughter, live weight, 2002 - 1,827,455,000\bs.
Soybean production, 2002 - 176,330,000 bushels
6thAll hay production, 2002 - 5,950,000 tonsCommercial hog slaughter, 2002 - 6,944,700 head
Alf"lfa hay production, 2002 - 4,050,000 tons
Seed Guide 2004
Grain Sorghum Characteristics 2003
Mat Rel Grain Height Greenbug Resislance





































































































































































































































UNL TX631 X N581R
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Scast Grain $orghum Hybrid Test ' 2003g and Saline Golnties
I
Yield






























Days Bushel Flant Head Grain
l0 weight height exssrtion moislurc




























































































































































































































































Grain Days Sushel Plant
Yield lo weight heighl







































































































































































































South Central Grain Sorghum Hybrid Test - 2003



























































































































a  1 R  c
3  1 6 2
4  1 7 2
3  1 7  6
3  17 .3
3 17.4
3 17.7
5  17 .3
3  16 .3
3  15 .9
2 16.0
2  16 .9
4  16 .5
4 17,8
3  15 .9
3  16 .4
3  15 .5








Srwest Grain Sorghum Hybrid Test - 2003

























SORGHUM PARTNERS KS585 33,2
SORGHUM PAF TNERS 1486 33.0
5750 36.0
N250A X N248R 35.9
N250A X 1038R 35.6
N251A X 1038R 34.5























Avongo CheYenno Oauol ratlng
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7th AII hogs and pigs onfarms, Dec. 1,2002 - 2,900,000 headWnter wheat production, 2002 - 48,640,000 bushels
Harvested Acres of principle Crops, 2002 - 17,899,000 acres
Table egg layers (flocks of 30,000+| December l, 2002 - 11,525,000 layers
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.SUNFLOWER TRIALS
2003 Crop Production Summary
Y 
€s a sprinkler ir igated plot planted at the Panhandle R search and Extension Center at Scottsbluff, Nebraska. The soil type is|tt sandy loam. The previous crop was warm season grass eed and the plot had conventional tillage including plowing and
hE t -ad 3 pintsof Prowlforaherbicide. The fert i l izerappliedwas60# N,3  #P205,4#Swith aspring residual N of about 100
;lrri;:-e season, 12 inches of irrigation water was applied. This plot was harvested arly becaUs*of bird Flrgiilems. lt was planted
IC3 and harvesled September 20. ',i ', .:.'.'
'5,", ':, '.'r' 
, 
-
I higated SU,I*FL0WER PLflS "1L  -  - ' r s U . s s  v v r t r  L v r r L r r  I  b v t v
''Fs 
.as a sprinkler inigated plot planted at the High Plains Ag Lab 5 miles north of Sidney, Nebraska. The soil type is a Keith loam
\ :r:vious crop was proso millet. Conventional till ge including chiseling and harrowing prepar€d the plot for planting. Herbicide
*as 3 pints 0f Prowl. Forty pounds of nitrogbn were applied before flanting, Residual N and P205 were high. Nine oz. Asana
rdlrr. icoiied August 9 for head moth and seed weevil. lrrigation water 0f 11 inches was applied throughout the season. Warm weather
-r. :ep rapidly after an oct. 1 killing frost. lt was plantedi,iune 5, 2003 and harvested 0ctober 6. Final plant population was
;r l: 300 for oils, and 19,900 for confections.
IE Dryland SUNFLOWER PLOT
'r 3l0t was planted fiVe miles north of Sidney at the High Plains Ag Lab, The soiltype is Duroc loam. The plot was direct seeded
r-ei stubble using 3.3 pints of Prowl and 2.5 oz. Spartan herbicide. furtilizer was applied as 40 pounds Nand 15 pounds P205
.: A1h planter. Nine oz. Asana XLwas applied August g for head moth and seed weevil. The plot was planted on May 30 and har-
" 
-'rober 3. Final plant population was approx. 16,250.
-,e'e drought conditions in 2002 and 2003 resulted in very little subsoil moisture. Started with some moistufe inthe upper profile,
r'-le heat in July and August reduced yields considerably. Late August rains helped some. Crop was mature when killed by frost
":":Tber 20, and warm weather caused the plants to dry rapidly.,
"t plot was planted on the Earl Dahlkoetter farm near Grant, Nebraska. The soil type is Mace silt loam. The plot was direct seeded
i-:at stubble using Glyphosate nd 3 oz. Spartan herbicide preplant. Six oz. Select was used postemergence and Lorsban was
:: at planting time. Asana nd parathion were used as postemergence treatments, Fertilizer applied was 31 pounds N, 4 pounds
:nd micronutrients applied with planter. The plot was planted June 11 and harvested October 28. Final plant population was
, 15,000. This area was very dry from late June on through t e season, Due to variations in the plot due to drought, confection
'i'e was abandoned.
: flILtOW CO NE DRYLAND SUNFTOWER PLOI
-iis plot was planted 0n the Scott Hanchera farm near Danbury, Nebraska. The soiltype is Holdrege silt loam. The plot was direct
:: into sorghum stubble using Lorsban atplanting time. The plot was planted June 9 and harvested 0ctober 21. Final plant popula-
,?s dpprox. 15,000. This area was also very dry this summer.
Did you know S
\ebraska is a water-rich state. I
-.nderneath over half of its 49-million-acre 
Iand surface is stored about 2 billion
icre-feet of good quality groundwater. 
OCunently 84,061registered wells and some
3,000 surface water rights supply to about
3,175,000 acres of crop and pastureland.
Did you know
Nebraska's farms and ranches utilize
46.4 million acres. .96boof the state's O
total land area.
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Nearly 24,000 miles of rivers and
streams add to Nebraska's bountiful
natural resources.
Did you know
Nebraska is fortunate to have
aquifiers below it, making it possible to
irrigate 8.1 million acres of
cropland. Ifpoured over the surface of
the state, the water in those aquifiers
would have a depth of 31.9 feet.
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2ll03 SIDNEY NEBRASKA IRRIGATED NSA CONFESTION NTPE SUNFLOWERS
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YIELD
HYBRID LBS/ACRE TEST WT HT INGH
SEED SIZ,E
oh>22164 o/o>20154
td River Commodities 2215
ted River Commodities 7015
Seeds 2000 X3987
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There are nearly 23 million acres of
rangeland and pastureland in






Over 40Vo of the feed grains
grown in Nebraska are fed to
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2003 CroP Production SummarY
-: 
. is the second year in which experimental waxy lines have been tested along 
with the common millet varieties' Several of
*,a- r i\\. lines have exhibited yield comparable to thi checks for two years runnin-g, 
and we hope that one or two of these lines
'"r ! :3leased in the near future
*',;t:,T,,,:h (in wheat, corn, barley, erc) is composed of around 75vo amytope.ui_il11:111i:1,"H.*""T;,yilTfl.l t'
,,*,:r,Jlv amylose free. What does this mean? Weil, waxy starch tras many applications 
in food and industrial use' but for proso it
n:.r:. Jrat the cooked product is sticky ano easity eatrn *i r, chopsticks. 
wrr"*ur most proso is now used in birdseed production' or
,a rr: :n&l feed, we hope that the introduction of lines with the waxy trait has the 
potential to expand the market for proso as human
',*- rimarily for export to Asian markets'
lr Techniques nd Extension Center in; rur proso rrials were ptanted in 2003. krigated trials were grown at the Panhandle Research 
"?ti                *iff1"ffi:T*t-,
r..rluff, NE and at the university of wyoming R"r.t.tt Tli11nsron center 
in Tonington' wY' Dryland trials were grown at '
y .:.gh Plains Agricultural Lab near Sidney, NE and at the uSDA central Great Plains Research 
center near Akon' co'
?iors were seeded with small plot drills, in various configurations according to the equipment 
available at that location' Dryland
"r r . ,.\ ere seeded at the rate of 15 lbs/acre, and irrigated plots were ,"ra"a ut trt'" rate of ioluyu"t"' 






















r' Every dollar in ag exports
geneiates $1.48 in economic
ictivities such as transportation,
financing, warehousing, 11q
production' Nebraska's S2'9 billion
itt ug exports translate into nearly
S+3"ninion in additional economic
activitY each Year.
r' Nebraska has 53,000 farms and
ranches; the average operation
consists of 875 acres; average net
income per farm ranged from
$25,000-- 537,000 during the last
five years.
Nebraska's livestock industrY
accounts for aPProximatelY 64Vo
of the state's total agricultural
receipts each Year. TWo out of
three Nebraska farms have live-
stock or Poultry operations'
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2003 Yields for lour locations 0f pr0s0 yield trials
and mean testweighl across locations.
Localion
Overall Torrington, Ak1gn, Scoltsblutl, Si{gey' - lltq-ffi;n 
wV Go 
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-#q year summary for waxy and non-waxy Pr0s0 yield trial
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FOXTAIL MILLET VARIETY TRIALS
2003 Crop Production Summary
Foxtail millet is grown for both grain and forage. The varieties tested this year represent some standard varieties
German, Red Siberian, Manta, Bignaux, and White Wonder, as well as some Nebraska released germplasm (identffied r
and a large number of new crosses.
Trials were planted at four locations in Nebraska, Colorado, and Wyoming. Details of the trials are listed below in
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':stern Nebraska, Colorado, and Wyoming Foxtail millet tests ' 2003
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Akron, C0 Sidney, NE Tonington, WY
Yield
29.8 6.7 35.2 4770
28.5 0.9 38.7 5740
31.5 2.8 35.9 3940
33.3 1.8 33.4 4140
28.5 0.8 31.4 4950
29.0 2.0 32.3 4640
30.0 2.0 34.0 5360
32.8 5.6 32.7 5140
30.3 1.5 35.6 5130
34.0 0.9 36.4 7220
30.5 1 .3 34.0 3150
31"3 4.2 33.0 6150
27 .5 1.0 35.8 4540
31.4 1.4 31.9 4930
30.3 2.0 33.3 4340
293 3.6 33.9 5340
35 I 1.0 36.2 5540
29.3 1.8 29 5 4270
32.3 1.5 34.7 4250
34.0 1.8 28.0 5550
30.8 1.2 31 .6 5530
27.5 4.1 27.0 5190
33.0 25 30.1 6030
33.3 1.4 34.4 5580
34.5 1.5 28.4 4950
33.5 1.8 27 .7 5250
32.0 1.5 35.4 4350
34.5 r.8 29.0 5910
34 5 2.0 29.3 3390
32.5 2.2 27.0 6680
33"8 1.3 28.0 4930
30.0 2.8 30.4 4330
26.8 2.0 30.3 5050
33.5 1.1 31.7 4310
26.5 2.2 26.3 5220
31.0 1.8 30.0 5730
35.0 0.7 23.0 4620
29.0 1.3 25.5 4060
32.8 1.5 30.1 4040
33.0 0.7 30.7 6420
35.3 0.9 29.2 5420
29.3 3.1 25.7 5250
29.8 3.1 26.2 4630
30.0 2.a 23.1 4000
31 .5 2.3 28.8 5120
35.5 1.8 32.0 3970
33.5 1.7 26.3 M0
34.0 2.2 22.6 3640
33.0 2.3 17.9 3850
30.3 3.9 18.4 5140
31.0 1.1 22.5 52m
36.3 2.5 17.5 4280
31.6 2.1 29 I 4920
3 .1  19  7 .1  1880LSD(a=0.05) 4.8
I
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GRAIN FHA .V'4 RXHTV TRIAtS
2003 Crop Pnoduction Surnmary
Despite the title 'Grain Pea'these peas are grown for lioth srain and forage, anci har,e experiencecl gror,vth rn rr,.r,
last few years in Western Nebraska and surrounding areiis.'}'hey represent one of manv aiternative leguminor-rs .:rll-.
lentil and chickpea, which is being used in the region.
Pea trials were planted at four locations in Netrraska. One irrigiitecl anctr one dr:r'land trial was ptranted iil b,riii {,-t-.,.
Butte Counties.
Location Treatment Flanting ilate i{arvest l}ate
Cheyenne Co. NE h"rigated 4-i1 2003 8-:"5"2003
Dryland 4- I 1-1003 8-? 1-2{10"1
Box Butte Co. NE Irrigated zf-1zi-2003 I 3n-200.1
Drvland 4- l4-2003 8-:l 1-200-?
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dryland chickpeas
heyenne county Nebraska















































































University ofNebraska High Plains Ag Lab
Planted April 29
Harvested Sept 16
Page 74 Seed Guide 200.i
rvested Sept 15















































































Box Butte Co NE liryland OhickPea
Yield Seed




























































2003 $cottsbluff Co ltlE lrrigated Chickpea
:ry












































*f eveny doltran spent om fsod in
4999, the farm venue is 2{} cents;
39 cemts goes 8CI labor used bY
manufectala'*rs, wholesalers" and
retaiEers. TEre nemaining 41 cents
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Did you know
i:ffit*:'1"ffi*li? itl,il"i:: o
of December 31. 2001.
Did \)ou know
Ranking fourth in the United States,
Nebraska's total cash receipts fiom farm
and ranch marketings amounted to neariy
$9.5 b i l l ion in  200 |  .  a  6 percent  increase
from the $9.0 billion reported in 2000.
Receipfs for livestock and livestock products
totaled $6.1 biliion, and crops receipts totaled
$3.4 billion. Direct government payments were $1.3 billion"
I
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OAT TESTS
2003 Crop Production SummarY
, , oat tests were harvested in 2003. one was a drylancl site in Saunders County and the other an irrigated site in cheyenne county' A third
. planted on dryland in Cheyenne County, but was not harvested due to the drought'







































































































In 2001. Nebraska's commercial
banks loaned $5.3 billion to finance
ag production and real estate'
Total farm debt (excluding operator
households) increased to $9.9 billion
on December 31, 2001 from $9'6 bil-
lion a year earlier.
Farm and ranch real estate was valued
at 532.8 billion as of December 31,
2001, up from $31.7 billion in 2000.
Farm holdings of crops, livestock, and
poultry (excludes horses, mules and
broilers) on December 31, 2001, were
worth nearly $6.6 billion.
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Did you know
Ranking seventh in the United
States. Nebraska's net income in
2001 totaled $1.6 billion. Net farm
income per operation was $30'383
ranking fifteenth.
Why p"y ,"re when Wu can buy eunent reliable
genetics lor uP b 5Ao/o [ESS?
Inquire about our Performance
Payment Program using the
ISU District 7 Yield trials!
Poncho 250 treatment - $12lbag
Gonventional seed corn - $47fbag
BT seed corn - $6SlUag
RR seed corn - $71lbag
Stacted RR & BT Corn - $Szttag
Prairie Brand RR
Seed Bean5; $23.50/bag
Poncho 250 is a trademark o'f Gustafon LLC Yieldcard@ Corn Borer and Roundup Readf
r* irgirtt"d t"dttarlG 0f and used under license from Monsanto Company'
Gall 800.456'4132 ot 712'379'3107
I
N P.O. Box 70
G. Essex, n 5f 638
HOEGEMEY
T H E  R I 6 H T  S E E D .
Ask your local Hoegemeyer dealer
Hoegemeyer's Premium hYbridr.
2661 110-113 day
* Very Good Yield ResPonse To
Dryland & lrrigated Environments
- Very Good Stress Tolerance
- Strong Cool Soil Emergence
2679 n2-114 day
- Excellent Yield Potential, Even
Under Stress
- Excellent PIant Health
* GirthY Ear TYPe
These genetic tYPes are also








t - - -
w
Triton Genetics brand hybrids are available through CHS marketing's
iniro.notnt seed ealeis' These seed ealers are als0 independent
seed ealers for Hoegemeyer.
Always follow IRM and grain marketing requirements
-Herculex and the Herculex Shield Logo are trademarlc ot Dow Agrosciences L L'C'
ieic-uiex r tnsecr protectron technolo-gy by Dovr Agrosciences and Pioneer Hi-Bred'
I La
lD !latE






































The purpose of this directory i: Lo ry::Ld" cron
p rod u ce rs, decis  tn t "rt-t: : .il1t:T;ff*1111l".fiffiil;e to seed sources in Nebraska for:
This seed book includes those members whose 
field: y'et" planted
eligible seed stoclt * ;q"^:: applications'for 
field inspection t
reJeived by the publication date' I
rnquiriesabout',"^*'::,:lj::::o,,3llt'n111:|if""'ffit:lJ"#
o*"ta and/or seed enterprises llsteo' not 
ru trrs !'
i*ptou"tent Association'
1. Certified QualitY Seeds
|nnocaseiStheseed| is ted in th isseedbookyetGERT|FIED, for i t
must be conditi;;, tesie; in.tne F:or*"g':.:11::?::t;;T"'H
;tilctl.;l permitt6d bv applicable s ed 
laws'
:*i:1"ffifi::lill ii; ffi,i r.r " t",t,i".i" n6to'" it ca n be orrered or
r"t" .t Certified QualitY Seed'
Seedproducers,conditioners,anddistributorsvoluntari|yusetheseed
certification proces;6 ""u'" tneircustomers 
that extra care has been
taken to provide the; *in "orr""trv io""tined, 
genetically pure seed'
The CERTtFtEo' ie-io label iO*tit6t s6ed 
meetins qualitv
requirements and asiures the buyeiof obt"ining reliable 
performance
of ine variety named on the label'
Eachmemberisresponsib|eforhand|ingcertifiab|eseedSothatitwi||
atso meet he Nebrlki-C"rtin""tio;ti;:t'';ards 
for physic l purity an
oermination. rne rGoi"rr" seed Law requires that 
EAGH container ot
ieeo be labeled as to its origin, the_glrminatio.n 
p.ercentage and date of
test, the percentage by weignt 9t iure seed' 
other crop seed' weecl
seed, and ineJ'matter' Bv stuiY-ing-Potl, ln-:.it*tlFlED 
and
ANALysls LABELs, a buyer can Jlieimine the 
quality of the seed' lf
Certified seed is purchased !l thg UufX' eatn sale is 
accompanied by an
official Retail eurl Sale Certificate, in'i'"n indudesthe 
same information
as a label.
2. QualitY Assured Seeds
The purpose of the Nc|A,s seed Quality Assurance-(QA) 
program is to
provideanunbiaseoanouniformqua|itycontrolprocessandmarketing
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Seed enterprises voluntarily participate and will customize the process
b meet their individual needs by using some or all of the services
nduding field inspection, seed analysis, record-keeping, and labeling.
n order for a producer to label seed with the QA logo, all steps in the
trogram must be completed satisfactorily, meeting the same goals and
standards as Certified seed.
3. ldentity Preserved Grain Programs
\ClA provides customized identity-preserved services to meet specific
€eds. These services include field inspection to verify variety/hybrid
dentity, purity, and environmental conditions affecting quality of end-
Jse traits; measurement of grain traits; and lP product labeling.
Notice to Buyer:
Exclusion of Warranties and
Limitations of Damages
Seed bearing authorized Nebraska Certified Quality labels
has met the minimum requirements outlined in the current
edition of the Nebraska Seed Certification Standards.
The seed certification process relies upon samples and
records provided by members/applicants which are beyond
the control of the certifying agency.
Therefore, the Nebraska Crop lmprovement Association
makes no warranties, expressed or implied, including
warranty of merchantability, or flfness for a particular
purpose concerning ceftified seed and hereby expressly
disclaims the same.
In no event shall the Nebraska Crop lmprovement
Association be responsible for damages, actual, incidental,
or consequential, regarding certified seed provided by
applicants/members and/or vendors.
However, complaints addressed to the Secretary of the
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FOUNDATION SEED
The Nebraska Foundation Seed Division has available the following varieties b
purpose of seed certification.
Alfalfa Wrangler
Beans - Edible Chase Pinto
Mlllet - Proso Davttn
Mlllet - Fo:rtail Golden German













































All inquiries about supplies of Foundation seed should be addressed to:
Foundation Seed Division
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PLANT VARIETY PROTECTION AGT
and
HOW IT BENEFITS YOUI
o Any varieties listed in this publication under the Plant Variety
Protection Act will be marked with the FVF logo and further
information will be given in the variety description.
o lt takes up to ten years to develop a new variety. PVP
encourages plant breeding research to produce even better
varieties for tomonow. Without PVP, plant breeders could not
afford to invest capital into new varieties and would not be
interested in breeding improved varieties.
o Most protected varieties can onlv be sold as certified quality
seed. This helps ensure that the seed buyer gets the variety
exactly as the breeder intended it to be.
o The use of certified quality, genetically pure seed allows the
complementaryvarieties you've chosen to make the mostof the
growing environment. After all, if the seed is less than the best,
the crop will be, too.
o The Department of Agriculture is responsible for enforcement of
Plant Variety Protection violations in Nebraska. Private seed
companies are authorized to take appropriate legal action.
Contact the Department of Agriculture (402-471-2394) for more
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PERENNIAL FORAGE GRASSES
Big BlUeStem is a native warm-season, sod-forming grass which grows ra1*ly
mid--spring toearly fall. Plants are tall (6+ ft) and robust..lt is highlY.Falatable.evut
maturity ind is a nign producer of nutritious forage and hay. Big bluestem is
statewiie for range seedling on subirrigated sites and for inigated pasture in
pure stands. In eastern Nebraska, it is adapted on silty and clay sites.
CHAMP - Champ is a synthetic variety developed from divergent ypes d I
bluestem and sand bluestem by Nebraska in cooperation with the USDA-ARS' lt '
moderately late maturing rass averaging 5 to 10 days eadier than Pawnee. lt is
adapted for use on sandy sites than other big bluestem varieties'
Custer Arrow Seed Company BrokenBow 308-872-6826 5
KAW - Kaw was selected by Kansas from native Flint Hills ecotypes. lt is a very bl
maturing grass about a weei later than Pawnee. lt is best adapted for forage rJ
conservation uses in southem Nebraska nd adjacent areas'
Cass Stock Seed Farm Murdock 402'867'3771 ZI
Lancaster Miller Seed Company Lincoln 402438'1232 6
PAWNEE - pawnee is a synthetic variety developed from acc,essions collected h
pawnee county by Nebraska in cooperation with the USDA-ARS. lt is a late maturing
grass and neais in late July to early August. lt is a widely adapted, typical big bluestem
of the central prairies.
Cass Harvey R. Mills Murdock 402-867'2956
Stock Seed Farm Murdock 402-867-3771
Custer Arrow Seed Company Broken Bow 308.872'6826
Lancaster Miller Seed Company Lincoln 402438'1232
ROUNTREE - Rountree was selected by the Soil Conservation Service in
cooperation w1h Missouri from native ecotypes collected in west central lowa. lt is about
the same maturity as Pawnee. lt is widely adapted and was selected for increased
growth rate, superior forage production, and improved standability.
Cass Stock Seed Farm Murdock 4A2-867'3771 15
Lancaster Mifler Seed Company Lincoln 4A2-438-1232 10
Little BlUeStem is a native, warm-season bunchgrass which grows rapidlyfrom mid
June to early August. Plants are medium height (3+ fee$ and well tillered. lt has good
forage value when leaves are tender and succulent, but palatability isonly moderate for
fall jrazing. Litfle bluestem is adapted statewide for use in warm-season mixtures and
purJ stanOs on most soils and sites. lt is not as drought tolerant as blue grama'
ALDOUS - Aldous was selected by the Soil Conservation Service in cooperation with
Kansas from native Flint Hills ecotypes. lt is a very late maturing rass up to a week
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lrlZE - Bhze is a synthetic variety developed from ecotypes collected in Nebraska
ttl l(flsas. lt is a late maturing ftrss, intermediate to Camper and Aldous. lt is leaff,
Itrous, and well adapted to the eastem half of Nebraska nd adjacent areas.
6.errv Gnowen Towr.r Teupnone REc Cenr
Lrcxiter Miller Seed Company Lincoln 402438-1232
CAHPER - Camper is a synthetic variety produced by crossing two unrelated strains
atenpeo from original prairie sources by the usDA-ARs and Nebraska. lt is a
mderately late maturing grass, similar in maturity to pawnee big bluestem. The
ontlination of earller maturity and diverse parentage provides wide idaptation.
Cqr.rrY Gnowen TowN TeLepHor.le Reo Cenr
Cas Harvey R. Mills
Stock Seed Farm
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Custer AnowSeed Company Broken Bow 309-972-6926
Limcaster Miller Seed Company Lincoln 4OZ4g& 1Zg2





Sand Bluestem is a native wann-season, sod-forming rass which is highlyplatable and has good forage value throughout the year. Plants are tall 1O+ teet) lnd
obust. lt is adapted throughout Nebraska for sand and loamy range sites and has a
mg growing season similar to big bluestem. lt has very good grazing tolerance.
GARDEN couNw - Garden county is a vigorous, tall, teafo composite variety of
ecotypes collected in Garden county, Nebraska, and selected by the Soil ConservaiionService. lt is well adapted to the northern and central Great plains.
Custer AnowSeed Company Broken Bow 309-g72-6926 1gMonill Laux Seed Farm Bridgeport 30g-262-0512 g
GOLDSTRIKE - Goldstrjke is a synthetic variety developed through crossing
westem Nebraska sandhills ecotypes with related strains by the uSDA-ARS andNebraska. lt is a moderately late maturing grass and is well idapteO throughout the
centralGreat Plains.
Cass Stock Seed Farm Murdock 402-g6T-3711 s
custer Anowseed company Broken Bow 309-gz2-6g26 67
Meadow Bromegrass is an introduced cool-season, sod-forming rass whichproduces abundant forage in the spring and late summer for hay and paiture. lt is verypalatable until mature. lt is widely adapted to eastem and central Nebraska and
responds to intensive management practices. lt is an early maturing grass and has
moderate tolerance to drought and grazing.
REGAR - Regar meadow bromgrass was released by the uSDA Soil Conservation
seruice, Plant Materials center, Aberdeen, ldaho in 1966. lt was derived from aintroduction Pl 172390 from Kars province, Turkey. Clones were selected and their seed
was increased. Regar remains greener in the fall compared to smooth bromegrass.
Regar is slower to establish and is less tolerant of spring flooding than siroothbromegrass.
I




















































Smooth Brome is an introduced cool-season, sod-forming rass which produa
abundant forage in the spring and late summer for hay and pasture. lt is very palatatf
until mature and is widely adapted to eastern and central Nebraska and responds b
intensive management practices. lt is an early maturing grass and has moderab
tolerance to drought and grazing.
LINCOLN * Lincoln was developed by Nebraska nd the USDA-ARS from selections
made in long established fields derived from seed of Hungarian origin. lt has good
seedling vigor and high forage yield under favorable conditions. lt is easily establiihed
on critical planting sites.
Coururv Gnowen Towr.t TEupxoNe Ree CeBr
Knox Condon Farms Inc. Creighton 402-358-3506 131
Blue Grama is a majorwarm-seasongrassfound throughouttheGreatPlains. Plants
are fairly short, reaching 10 to 20 inches with nanow basal eaves of 3 to 6 inches. Blue
Grama grows in definite bunches and reproduces by tillering and by seed. lt grows on
a wide range of soils and is well adapted to clayey, rolling, and upland soils. Blue grama
demonstrated good drought , fair salinity, and moderate alkalinity tolerance. Fbrage
value is considered good to excellent.
BAD RIVER - gao River Ecotype is a setection ftom a native collection harvested
in 1988 from the floodplains of the Bad River near Philip in Central South Dakota.
USDA/NRCS in addition to the North Dakota Ag Experiment Station, South Dakota Ag
Experiment Station and the North Dakota Association of Conservation Districti
cooperated in the source identified release in 1995 by the Plant Material Center,
Bismark, ND. Plants range in height from 10-2s inches tall, and the seed head
resembles a human eyebrow. The plant is a native, perennial, warm season
bunchgrass. Leaves are mostly basal and curling. Leaf ligules are hairy. The area of
adaptation is the Dakotas, the surounding states, and the southem bordering provinces
of Canada.
Coun-rv GnowEn Towr.r TEuepnoNe Reo Cenr
Custer Arrow Seed Company Broken Bow 30&872-6826 15
Sideoats Grama is a native warm-season, mildly sod-forming rass which grows
rapidly in late spring and may stay green into late summer. Plants are medium height(3+ fee$ and well tillered. Forage value and hay quality are good but low in yield.
Drought tolerance is good. Sideoats grama is well adapted for use in native grass
mixtures throughout Nebraska.
BUTTE - Butte is a varie$ selected by the USDA-ARS and Nebraska for superior
seedling vigor and establishment from native Nebraska ecotypes. lt is a medium (mid-
summer) maturity grass, somewhat earlier than Trailway. lt is widely adapted, especially
for those areas with relatively short growing seasons.
Courury Gnowen Town Telepnone Rec CEnr
Buffalo Platte River Seed Co. Kearney 309-232-5253









Custer Arrow Seed Company Broken Bow 308-822-6826
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RENO - El Reno is a variety selected by the Soil Conservation Service and
from native Oklahoma ecotypes. lt is a moderately late maturity grass
later than Trailway. lt was selected for leafiness, forage production, and
Stock Seed,Farm Murdock 402-867-3771 15
,WAY - Trailway was selected from a naturally occuning hybrid population
in Holt county by the USDA-ARS and Nebraska. lt is well adapted to fine-
upland soils of the central Great Plains but comparable in growth type to
originating farther south. lt is a moderately late maturing rass.
T
Stock Seed Farm Murdock 402-867-3771 30
Qsiler Anow Seed Company Broken Bow 308-972-6826 10 3
hdiangrasS is a nativewarm-season, sod-forming species which provides palatable
trage and hay throughout the summer, nearly equal to big bluestem in quality. Plants
.? tall (6+ feeQ and robust. lt is well adapted throughout Nebraska for most soils and
les, for use in range or pasture seedings in pure stands, and in mixtures with other tall
rilm-season grasses.
I{OLT - Holt was selected from native ecotypes collected in Holt county by the USDA-
ARS and Nebraska. lt is a moderately late maturing rass, somewhat earlierthan most
rdiangrass varieties. lt has superior forage production for its maturity.
Courry GRoweR Towru TelepxoNe Reo CeRr
Cass Stock Seed Farm Murdock 4OZ-g6t-gTT1 1g
Custer Anow Seed Company Broken Bow 30&872-6926 35
XEBRASKA 54 - Nebraska 34 was selected from native ecotypes collected in
Jefierson county by Harold Hummeland released by Nebraska. lt is a late maturing
grass and is a few days earlier than Oto. Nebraska 54 is typical of central plains
ecotypes.
Courury GRoweR Towru Teuepxorue Rec Cenr
Cass Stock Seed Farm Murdock 4OZ-867-97t1 gz
Lancaster Miffer Seed Company Lincoln 402499-1292 2g
Sand Lovegrass is a native warm-season bunchgrass which starts its growth in the
early spring and may stay green into late summer. Plants are rgedium height (4+ feet)
and well tillered. lt is a highly palatable and nutritious rangegrass with a deep root
system and good drought resistance. lt lacks persistence under heavy grazing. Sand
lovegrass has high seedling vigor, establishes quickly, withstands low soil fertility, and
reseeds itself readily. lt is a useful component for warm-season grass mixtures on most
soils and sites in Nebraska.
NEBRASKA 27 - Nebraska 27 is a variety serected by the usDA-ARS and
Nebraska for native Nebraska ecotypes collected in Holt county. lt is a widely adapted,
winderhardy, and persistent strain. In the northern Great Plains, it has demonstrated
superior performance to selections of more southern origins.
Coururv Gnowen Towru TelepnoruE Ree CeRr
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SHAWNEE - shawnee is a |ate t"lu'ins-,:11i":.,Y:*":""[ffi:.:t [:ilx;t<ffi::;5fiXH5:;;:';ffi "ffi ,t!"1s^-.:!1".f :::::"":1,l1":llllil;*?11,5i,$11?USDA-ARS. lt was developeq trrluue'r ' -;i"i; ulj"" popuration. ltwas re eased for
;"6i;; using tne cultivar 
"Cave-in-Ro:!':t 
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o
USOA Plant Hardiness Zones 5' 6' and 7'
Broken Bow 308-872-6826
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IA;-ELAZER - Tr*ruazer is the resuft of a basic genetic study designed to
!9! rte forage qualrty of switctgrass. lt is a 25 clone 
-svnthe-tie 
variofv eimirar aqF"s ut rU|qE ny r fftctEtzl . synthetic riety si itar toEder in maturity, appea.nce, and area of adaptation. lf was cleveloped byfEka ard the USDA-ARS.
hr AnowSeed Company
ffE Ronald Vlasin.
Snders Kubik Seed Sales
Broken Bow 309-972-6926 g+
Crete 402-926-3422 25Prague 402-6694979 +
n1p!sgit19 Wheatgrass is a native cool-season, sod-forming grass which provideslfy spring forage on lightertextured, ryland soils.and at nignerl[vagon. lt is stronglyGrnatous and prcduces a tight soo. ttrickspige wneaigrasr'ir'*"rr adapted fordilization of disturbed areas and revegetation. Plants "ri reoiur height with litflekirg and abundant fine leaves
cRlrANA - critana was serected from native ecotypes by Montana and the soilOocservation service. rt has exceilent seedring.vigor and produces row growing prantslh ftne leaves' lt is widely used for stinitilation pl"riirgr tiat receive titlenrntenance in the lower rainfall regions of the Rockv It,|ouni"inr and Great plains.3'tana is also adapted for range resiedingon severery eroded sites.
.(rnball KendallAtkins Dix 30A-682-S64t 22
rYestern wheatgrass is a native coor-season perenniar, sod forming grass. rt is aDnacious' dry range type of native grass which maies gooJ'rprin; grazingfor severarreeks before it becomes ll"Trv ind unparatabre. wJstern *n":"tir"rril-g"i;;;i,ysaline or alkaline tolerant. tt doei not do well on right soits bui'*itt tol"r"t" periods ofclought.
ARRIBA - Aniba is a rapidly germinating variety with good seedting establishment.rt has dense, dark ore91, medium height ii.g" with aggressive rhrzomes. Arriba wasdeveloped by the Plant Materials Cenler at Los Lunas,irl'ew fr,f"ii""o, from a selectionfrrund near Aniba, Colorado.
Box Butte Dan Laursen Alliance 3Og-4g7_5S41 1g
Russian-UVildrye is a cool-season bunchgrass introduced in lg2zfrom centralAsia.It is one of the earries! ora19s for spring giazing, stays green roog", in the summerthan.crested wheatgrass, and is often ur"i Is comprementary pasture to extend the farlgrazing season. Russian wildrye is best adapted to the drier areas of the northernGreat Plains. lt has low seedling uigorf Oui once established, ptanrs are long_lived,vigorous, and unusually cold- "nO Orolgi,t-naroy.
BozolsKY sELEcr - Bozoisky serect was serected for improved seedring vigor,leafiness, eed yierd, and coreoptire r ngth as cornpared to the variety,Vinail,. prants are$5 feet tar. Bozoisky serectwas ,ere"J"o oyihe USDA-ARS in cooperation with utah,Montana, nd the USDA-SCS. -r







































































Kentucky Bluegrass is a longrlived, so&formirp, cool-season perennial
which reproduces by seed and spreads vegetatively by rhizomes. lt is widely used
medium to high maintenance turfgrass areas. lt may be established by seed or
Kentucky bluegrass is most suited to fertile, well-drained, mediurn-textured sofls.
prefers full sunlight but can stand partial shade. Kentucky bluegrass has a
shallow root system and is susceptible to drought and high temperature stress.
tolerance is medium to good with good ability to recover. Without mowing, plants
moderately short to medium height (2-3 feet). Cultivars (varieties) may be grouped hb
\pes:' by the differqnces in tedure, color, shoot density, growth habit, diseo
resistance, adaptation, and cultural requirements.
FvF BLACKSTONE - Blackstone isa verydark blue-green Kentucky bluegrass tllil
is excellent for jumpstaring seed blends and mixes after a long cold winter. This varielt
has very good resistance to stem and stripe rust, dollar spot, stripe smut, and grey silr
mold. Blackstone has shown excellent summer performance inheat and humidity. U.S.
Variety Protection Applied For (PVPA 1994). Certificate No.9900084
Cour.rtv GRowen TowN TeLepHoNe Reo CeRf,
Turf-Seed Inc. Hubbard, OR 503-651-2130
n'F NORTH STAR - North Star is a very stable and uniform variety. North Star is
a late maturing variety that is well adapted to any area where bluegrass i used. lt has
a dark green color, is highly resistant to salinity, and has moderate registrants to most
production diseases. North Star will tolerate a short mowing height of one half inch and
has a medium fine leaf. U.S. Variety Protection Applied For (PVPA 1994). Certificate No.
200100016.
CouNry Gnowen Towru TelepHorue Ree Cenr
Turf-Seed Inc. Hubbard, OR 503-651-2130
FvF UNIQUE - Unique is an elite, compact type variety. lt has a dark blue-green color
and produces a dense turf with medium fine texture. Unique is similar to the cultivar
'Midnight" for most characteristics. However, it is earlier heading and slightly shorter.
It is similar to "Baron" for tolerance to cold, heat, drought, and shade. lt has adequate
resistance to most urf diseases. Seed of Unique is produced and marketed exclusively
under the direction of the variety owner Turf Seed Inc. Unauthorized production and
sale of seed is illegal. U.S. Protected Variety. Certificate No. 9200129
Coururv GRowen Towru TElepnorue Rec Cenr
Turf-Seed lnc. Hubbard, OR 503-651-2130
B uffalog raSS is a long-lived, sod-forming, native warm-season perennial grass which
reproduces by seed and spreads vegetatively by stolons (runners). lt is very suitable for
use under low to medium maintenance as an ecologically sound and energy efficient
turf. lt may be established by seed, plugs, or sod. Even without mowing, plants are very
short height (6-8 inches). Buffalograss begins growth in mid to late May and begins to
go dormant with the first frost. lt has a light green color and fine textured leaves. lt
grows best in full sunlight and is adapted to a wide range of soil types. Buffalograss has
a higher resistance to drought stress than cool-season turfgrasses, because it has an



































m NaTurf brand BOWIE - Bowie is a widely adapted varietythat exhibits quality
GgBtative characteristics. lt has low grorth habit and a medium green color similar to
raiofa and Tatanka. Bonie has a course to medium leaf texture similar to Cody and
G wintef survival is equalto Texoka and Tatanka. lt has shown good disease tolerance
J U""t Spot and Dollir Spot and has good tolerance to the Buffalograss Mite' BoMe
rras o<ceilent vigor and establishes quickly w1h excellent drought olerance to resist
fing Oormant u-nder drought conditions. Bowie was developed though the cooperative
.fi"rt of the Native Turfgriss Group and the University of Nebraska' Seed of Bowie is
produced and marketed 
-exclusively'under 
the direction of the Native Turfgrass GrolP.
Unauthorized production and sali of seed is illegal. U.S Protected Variety U'S'
Protected Variety (PVPA 1 994). Certificate No. 2001 00201'
Cass Stock Seed Farm Murdock 402'867'3771
m NaTurf brand CODY - Cody is a widely adapted, versatile turfgrass variety-
tt has low-growing plants which green up earlier in the spring and have a darker green
color than irost oltrer buffalograis cultivars. lt has a medium green color with excellent
density and terture qualities.bnce stablished and properly managed, Cody maintiains
a nigh quafity turf thioughout the summer. Excellent vigor and a good spread rate hglp
it esiaUiisfr quickly. Coi'y was developed cooperatively by t!9 membefti of the Native
furfgrass Group ind th! Nebraska Agricultural Research Division. Seed of Cody is
proO-uceO and marketed exclusively under the direction of the Native Turfgrass G,rglp-.
Unauthorized producrtion and sale of seed is illegal. u.s. Protected Variety (PVPA
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The folloring Nebraska sod producers are voluntarily using the sod certification process
on selected-fields in 2003 to assure their customers that extra care has been taken to
provide a premium quality turfgrass od.




saunders Todd valley Farms Mead 4oz.ttz4.tisub rit
BUFFALOGRASS
Cour.fi PRopucER TowN TELEPHoNE AcREs
TURF.WPE TALL FESCUE KENTUCIC BLUEGRASS I{XruRES
02-62 .6385
Saundem Todd ValleY Farms Mead 402-624638s 35
SOYBEANS
General Areas of Adaptation for Maturity Group l, ll' and lll
In Nebraska adaptation is determined by variety response to day length, temperature; pattems, and loql
of growing season.
To compare variety performance,.see the cunent edition of.Extension Circular 1O4,
Nebraska Soybean Variety Tests which is available at all Nebraska Cooperative
Extension Offices. lt may also be accessed via the World Wide Web at
hftp:/lianrwww.unl.edu/ianr/agronomy/varites0.htm. The most reliable comparisons
are those based on average performance across multiple years and multiple locations.
NE1900 - NE19O0 is a late Maturity Group I indeterminate variety. In the 1997 and
1998 uniform regionaltest, NE 1900 was the highest yielding entry. NEl90O is 3 days
eartier than 1A2021 with similar plant height and slightly higher lodging score. lt is
susceptible to brown stem rot and Phytophthora root rot.
Coururv Gnowen TowH Tel-epnorue Ree Cenr
Clay DanelWehnes & Sons . Inland 402-772-8101 10
NE3001 - NE3001 is an early Maturity Group lll varietywith determinate growth habit.
The ptant canopy is bushy and height is medium with excellent standability. NE 3001
is we1 adapted to narrow row or drilled row culture and inigated or dryland conditions.
Higher planting,rates are recommended when planted in 30 inch rows (225,@0 viable
seeds/acre).
Coururv Gnowen TowH TElepnone REe Cenr




NE3399 - NE3399 is a Mid Maturity Group lll indeterminate variety maturing about
1 day later than lroquois. Plant height, standability, and seed size are similar to lroquois.
NE339g has excellent seedling emergence and good yield potential. Protein and oilare
comparable to lroquois. lt was developed by the Nebraska Agricultural Experiment
Station.
COUNTY GROWER TOWN TELEPHONE REG CERT
Cass Lloyd Vogt & Son Elmwood 402'994'2475 20
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DON - Don is an early maturing variety, is short in height, and has good sfrt
strength. Grain is dull white in color and has good test weight pattems with vay
acceitaUte milling performance. lt has very good yield stability oYer a wide range d
growing conditions. Don was developed by lllinois and the USDA-ARS from the cru
Coker iuruoraiucl8168. r
Counrv Gnowen Towru Telepxorue Reo Cenr
Scotts Bluff Jirdon Agri Chemicals Monill 308-247-2126 50





.lgnnY - Jerry is a mid-season variety si-nilarto Ogle and Seftler. lt is medium
in height with very good standability. Jerry is widely adapted and shors very good yield
stability for sites'fivoring mid-season maturity. lt may be grown for either forage or
grain. Grain is white in color, large, and has good test weight pa$ems. Jerry is-
iroderately resistant to crown rust ind moderately susceptible to,barley ellorv dwarf
virus and stem rus1 lt was developed by the North Dakota Agricultural Experiment
Station from the cross Valley/3/RL3038/KelseyttM22tKefsey. U.S. Protected Variety
(PVPA 1994). Certificate No. 9600001.
Gurry Gnowen Towtl TeuePHor'le REe Cenr
Box Butte Cullan Farms Hemingfoid 308'487-3905
Buffalo Donald Muhlbach Ravenna 308452'3588
Butler Pete Schmit & Sons Ltd Bellwood 402'538'48+5
Chase Luhrs Cert Seed & Cond Enders 30&882-5917
Cheyenne KrieselCertified Seed Gurley 308-8U'2424
Clay DanelWehnes & Sons Inland 402'772-8101
Cuiter Anow Seed Co. Broken Bow 30&872'6826
Gage Anderson Seed Odell 402'766'3790
Blue Valley Seed DeWitt 402-683-5615
Husa Seed Farms Bameston 402'674'3188







































Scotts Bluff Jirdon Agri Chemicals Monill 308-247-2126
Thayer Maschmann Mills
Washington Ron Smith
Webster Providence Farms Bladen







































LOYAL - Loyal is a.rate maturing variety heading about 3 days later than Jerry and' day later than Troy. Loyar is medium tariwith good ,tr"* strength, srighfly ress than
'terry' Loyalhas white grain with good test weight. lt has good cro*"n iust resistance ands also resistant to smut but is somewhat more susceptible to Barley yellow Dwarf thanJerry' Loyal was developed and tested as sK94160'oy tne-souinbatota AgricutturalExperiment station and rereased in 2000. Loyar was pr"o"""o from the crossNoble//Daf/N odawayT Ot 3lN Dg2 1 465l4/premier/S/bon.
Custer Arow Seed Company Broken Bow g0g-g72-6g26 65
MAVERICK - Maverick is a medium early maturing variety similar to Monico. lt isshort in height with exceilent standabirity. Maverick i, *io"iy .oupted and a goodyielding variety that produces high protein grain. This white nrriJ "a variety is suitedto irrigated and high moisture areas. Miverick has the ilig,l" of 80Ab988(pr
l,Ktltj,::l*:T^y::_1?r1"1?" soAb1.!2z. rt was oeveroieJlo-op",ativery by theUSDA gricutrurar Research service and the rdaho Agricurtiliii;r"#;it##l
Cheyenne KrieselCertifiedSeedGurley 309-88/.-2424 2
OGLE - ogre is a medium maturing variety, is medium in height, and has good straw
lpngj!. Grain is yeilow in coror, and kerners are often awned. iest weight patterns arefair with acceptabre miling performance. rt is 
.widerv "J"pt"Jio, grain or forageproduction and has very good yield stabirity. ogre *o AJ&;p;d-by ilrinois and theUSDA-ARS from the cross Brave/ffyterlEgdolon 23.
Butler Pete Schmit & Sons LTD
Cheyenne SteveSchumacher

























REEVES - Reeves.is-a earry maturing variety. rt has a very good test weight andmedium straw strength for a tall variety.-Reeves i  similar in miturity to Don and isapproximatery five inches taller with improved crown rust ,"rirt"n"", test weight, andprotein percent. Reeves is also similar io Don in barley yerro* o*"rr virus and lodgingresistance' lt is rated moderately resistant ioicrown rust, barley yellow ctwarf virus, andsmut and is susceptible to stem rust. Kernels are medium to rrigh in protein and high inoil percentage. Reeves was developed by south Dakota Agricultural Experiment s ationand released in2002.
Colfax










Jefferson Knobel Seeds Fairbury
Johnson Muddy Creek Seed Farm Johnson
Knox PhitNielsen Seed
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RISER - Riser is a very early maturing variety, medium in height with good sira
strength. Grain is yellow in color and has good test weight pattems with above aver4l
protein content. In limited Nebraska tests, Riser has shown promising perfonnato
compared to other early varieties. lt may be grown for either forage or grain. lt is rud
suited for use as a companion crop. Riser is 3-4 inches taller than Don and shgldy
shorter than Jerry. Riser is resistant to crown rust and smut, moderately susceptible b
barley yellow dwarf virus, and susceptible to st-em rust. lt was developed by the Sortr
Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station from the croqs Seftler/1A681.
Courury Gnowen Towru Teupxone Reo Cenr
Cheyenne KrieselCertifiedSeed Gurley 308-884-2424 26
RUSSELL - Russell is a medium late maturing variety, is tall in height, and has fair
to good straw strength. Grain is creamy white in color with fair test weight patterns and
acceptable milling performance. lt is widely used in western Nebraska for forage and
grain production and has good yield stability. Russell was developed at the Cereal
Crops Division, Oftawa, Canada, from the cross Garry/Ukraine/ZAbegweif.
Counrv Gnowen Towr.r Telepxorue Ree Cenr
Cheyenne KrieselCertifiedSeed Gurley 308-AU-2424 415
SPRING BARLEY
n'F CONLON -Conlon is a two-rowed, spring feed barleywith semi-smooth awns. lt
is an early maturing variety, similar to Bowman. lt is medium in height and has good
straw strength. Grain tends to be plump, has white aleurone, and average protein
content. Conlon is susceptible to stem rust, loose smut, and moderately susceptible to
spot blotch. lt was developed by the North Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station and
the USDA-ARS. Seed may be legally sold and labeled by variety name only as Certifted
seed. U.S. Plant Variety Protection Applied For (PVPA 1994). Certificate No. 9700243.
Coururv Gnowen Towru Telepnoxe Reo CEnr
Cheyenne KrieselCertilTed Seed Gurley 308-884-2424 47
SPRING TRITICALE
M 2700 -2700 is a medium maturing, awned, white glumed spring triticale variety.
It is of medium height with good straw strength. 2704 is a widely adapted, highly
versatile forage type triticale with high protein and digestibilify.2TO0 spring triticale is
an excellent souroe of highly digestible fiber that preforms well planted alone, with other
cereal grains, or forage peas. U.S. Protected Variety. Certificate No. 9300122.
Coururv Gnowen Towru TeuepxoxE Reo CEnr













































;i':":k,[Tffi,illil'J;1i,lllll heisht varietv rt has very hish test weisht,
._.p1d. ";; ;i* earrier wi*r nbhei ;:"ililt J:*"Jj,.::'lirTl,l:r:"u: :ru:n:t-esrsranceto stem and reaf iust. rt is moolratelv ,ur.Jptio[ iJ l]'ar spotting disease:omprex' Insot was der/eroped ov tn" sfuir, ?:l:iq Ad;rt;;; i"rp""rir"nt station from;;;H""1,::3g3BirT "n' a n d re reas"o rn rg ga. u. s. p'"d"TVl rietv (pvpA 1 ee4 ).
<eamey Roberts Seed n*t"lf 308;;G S 20
4F WALWORTH - warworth hard red_spring wheat, tested as sD334g, was:everoped bv the south Dakota Agric;lrr;;;xperiirent ii"'ti"i-"". rereased in 2001./valworth originated from the .r*r giitd".n.,sD3611 originated from the crossShietd/Butte 86. warworth rooks .irir"iiJ'6r"n but is stighily tatter. warworth is anaryned, semidwarf, earry.maturing *ri"iy ii;, good miringlil b;hg characterlstics./vatworth has shown a rerd roulnt"g;L;"r'61"n, w"r*"in i, ,iil",.,",v resistant tolne prevalent races of leaf rust ano is-resistani to stem rust. ii ri"r'Ii.int"rrediate revel
,?fitrirff 3:?#gillil'i;,;fi"olii{'iuioutt"'.tn"n;;;;:i,iprorectedVariety
Keamey Roberts Seed Axtell 308-743-2565
Nebrqska crop rnrprovement Associotion
is on the Web.
www.unl. edu/ncia
Visit the web page fo view publicotions,
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3OLDEN GERMAN FOXTAIL - Golden German Foxtail millet is used as a dual
:,-?Ge millet that can be cut for hay or grain. The stem is not as coarse as that of
'', wre Wonder, nor is the plant as tall. Mature plants exhibit considerable purple in the
.--J sheath and leaves. Heads may reach six inches in length and when mature are
:':.den broivn. The seeds are rounded and yellow in color.
-":u.fry Gnowen Towr.r Tetepnorue Ree egnr
,'rase Luhrs Cert Seed & Cond Enders 308-882-5917 65
t'yHlTE WONDER FOXTAIL - White Wonder Foxtail Millet is a dual purpose millet
-€t can be cut for hay or grain. White Wonder is high yielding, white seeded variety that
, similarto German millet.
* )uilTy Gnowen Towtt Telepxorue Ree CEnr
lrase Luhrs Cert Seed & Cond Enders 308-882-5917 125
EARLYBIRD PROSO - Earlybird is a moderately early variety heading about 2
:ays later than Dawn and 2 days earlier than Sunup. Plant height is about 4 inches
srcrter than Sunup with good straw strength. While test weight is slightly less, yield has
:een similar to Sunup. Earlybird has a white seed coat and large seed size. lt was
:eveloped by Nebraska from the cross Minco/NE76010//RiselNE79017.
louury Gnowen Towtt Tele+orue Rec Cenr
lheyenne KrieselCertifiedSeed Gurley 308-8U-2424 2U 330
HUNTSMAN PROSO - Huntsman isa moderately late variety heading about 1 day
ater than Sunup. Yield performance, test weight, plant height, and straw strength have
all been similar to Sunup. Huntsman has a white seed coat and large seed size similar
ro  Dawn.  l t  was  deve loped  by  Nebraska  f rom the  c ross
N E7901 ZNET 9Q17 l3l Copel/Dawn/Common.
Coururv GnowEn Towtt TeLepHoNe Rec Oenr
SUNRISE PROSO - Sunrise is a moderately early variety heading about 1 day
earlier than Sunup. Plant height is about 3 inches horter than Sunup with comparable
standability. Test weight is above average. Yield performance has been slightly superior
to Sunup. Sunrise is white-seeded, and seed size is large. lt was developed by
Nebraska from the cross NE83014/NE83007 and has parentage from Minn. 402, Dawn,
Minco, and Panhandle.
Coururv Gnowen Towt't TElepnorue Reo Cenr
Cheyenne Kriesel Certified Seed Gurley
Chase Luhrs Cert Seed & Cond Enders
Cheyenne KrieselCertifiedSeed Gurley
Winkelman Seed












































































or quatity assuranoe ilfr,--. *itilin".i1g1 oi-ptoOu.lttg..qualfty s€€d d 
s€lodr
hvbrids. These programs prcvide an unbiasJ,ietiaUte quatit' cont3ot sygtom 
61toqn
sled source verification, field inspection, "rJ;sting, iecor+re"ping' 
atrditirg' rd
labeling.
For information regarding specific products produced using ttreee 
programs in aIB'









































































































Romodo Inn, KeorneY, Nebrosko
A cooperotive venture of the Nebrosko Crop Improvement





t grpose of the NCIA's seed Quality Assurance (QA) program is to provide an unbiased
rt rribm quality control process and marketing tool for crop seeds grown in Nebraska
- rnerchandised as branded products.
Sd enterprises voluntarily participate and will customize the process to meet their
r6ndual needs by using some or allof the services including field inspection, seed analysis,
wd-keeping, and labeling. In order for a producer to label seed with the QA logo, all steps
r tE program must be completed satisfactorily, meeting the same goals and standards as
3trfied seed.
-E blkcwing seed enterprises have requested field inspection for certain acres of their
rqrietarybranded prcducts underthe NCIAseed QualityAssurance program. Participation
r thb program demonstrates these NCIA members' efforts to use effective quality
ruragement in seed production and conditioning.
=c more information regarding specific products produced using the QA program in 2003,












tt is important that you read any Herbicide Tolerance Wananties and the Seed Usage
Conditionssetforth onthe seed container, seed label, purchaseagreement, invoice, orother
documents of transaction. By opening the seed container you are accepting and agreeing
to be bound by those conditions.
Roundup Ready@ soybean seed includes a limited license under U.S. Patents 4,535,060;
4,940,835, and 5,352,605 for planting of a commercial crop. The crop grower agrees to pay
Monsanto, through its licensed agents, a technology fee to be established by Monsanto. The
grower agrees not to supply any of this seed to anyone for planting and agrees not to save
any crop produced from this seed for replanting or supply saved seed to anyone for
replanting. The grower agrees not to use this seed or provide it to anyone for crop breeding,
research, or seed production.
STS@ soybean seed contains a DuPont-developed trait providing enhanced tolerance to
specific DuPont sulfonylurea soybean herbicides such as Synchrony@ STS@, Relianceru
STS@, Classic@, and any additional herbicides to be developed or licensed by DuPont and
asclearlynoted ontheirherbicidelabel. Synchrony@STS@, Relianceil STS@, Classic@are
trademarks of E.l. DuPont de Nemourse & Co.
The buyer of these soybean varieties represents that he is purchasing the seed solely for
purposes of producing a grain crop. The soybean seed, and any product from the seed, shall
not be resold as seed or used for seed breeding purposes. The buyer agrees not to alter,
or to permit the alteration of the seed, or any product of the seed, through genetic
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An active APPROVED SEED coNDlrloNER system is very important and an inbgrJ
part of Nebraska's certification program. Approved Conditioners are seed cleaningfinr
who are authorized by the Board of Directors to purchase field-approved seeo el
move it to their plants for conditioning, submit samples for testing, order tags c
certificates, and rnerchandise the finished product on a retail basis.
The objectives of the Approved Conditioner program are:
1. To expand the marketing options of seed producers who may not have adequ&
cleaning or merchandising facilities.
2. To provide the retail seed trade with reliable high quality sources of seed as martels
demand.
3. To improve the quality of seed available, while insuring maintenance of varietd
purity.





Heritage Seed Company Inc.




New Alliance Bean & Grain
Trinidad/ Benham
Dunbar Seed
Frenchman Valley Farmers Cooperative
Haskins Seed Cleaning
Luhrs Certified Seed & Conditioning
Olson Livestock & Seed
Rainbow Grain
Reeves Services
















































































Miller Seed & SuPPIY ComPanY
llycogen Plant Sciences
l1Q+ Hybrids
Pioneer Hi-Bred Intemational, Inc.
Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc.




KBC Trading & Processing
White Grain ComPanY
Hoegemeyer EnterPrises
Kaup Seed & Fertilizer










Muddy Creek Seed Farm
Ohlde Seed Farms
Rezac Seed
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In Nebraska, the function of the Custom Certified Conditioner issolely to provide sed
cleaning and handling services-services which prepare certifiable seed produced by
rnemberc from inspected acres for marketing channels.
Seed conditioners in this category voluntarily request inspection by the Associatinn bprovide quality assurance forthe seed producer and seed consumer. Custom Cerffied
Conditioners are subject o minimal procedural and equipment guidelines wfrich ao
enacted by the NCIA Board of Direciors.
The objectives of the Custom Certified Conditioner program are:
1. To provide nec€ssary conditioning services for seed producers and merchandises
who do not have adequate cleaning facilities.
2. To improve the quality of seed available while insuring maintenance ofvarietal punty.
















Alliance Production Whiting, lA 712458-2175
*Portable Seed Cleaner


















Grotrrcr (GR) - A member wtro applies for field inspection services and used the services of either
C,r.stom or Approved Conditioners to prepare seed for marketing channels'
Groner-Conditioner (GC) *.A member wtro applies for field inspection services and has adequate
Slities for conditioning his own seed produced from inspected acres in preparation for marketing
€trannels.
Cgstom Certified Conditioner (CC) - A member who may or may not apply for field inspection services
and has adequate facilities for conditioning seed produced from inspected acres (by himself or other
rnembers) in preparation for sale in marketing channels.
Approved Seed Conditioner (AC) - A member wtro may or rnay not apply for field inspection servie,es,
nas adequate facilities for conditioning seed, and may purchase bulk uncleaned seed from inspected
aes of a crop grown by another member for conditioning, tagging, and sale in markeiing channels as
a class of certified seed.
Associate Member (AM) - Any other person, partnership, or corporation who titould not be involved
directty in the production, conditioning, or marketing of seed but is interested in furthering lhe goals of




































































Edgar Buescher & Sons
D.K. Buskirk & Sons







Cole Seed Farm, lnc.
Glenn Colson
Condon Farms, Inc.
Corn States Hybrid Service
Cullan Farms
Kenneth Degenhardt






2204 No. s Rd
3605 Raymond Rd
122't - 9 St.
42401 SW 61 OdellRd
POBox722
3403 Montreal Circle
3455 Rd 55 E.
RR 2 Box 97A
2115  CR '14




6237 W Dogwood Rd
PO Box 10




RR 1 Box 638
7351 Gage Rd.
RR 1 Box 6'l
15571 Rd. 14
RR 1 Box lM
2737 Pioneers Rd.








RR 1 Box 70
PO Box 96
HC 81 Box 57
RR't Box 34
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Heritage Seed Co. Inc.
B.K. Heuermann & Sons
Hoegemeyer Hybrids
Holt's Organic Land & Livestock
1014 Shenrood Rd.
57065 Hwy 4
787 - 308 Sr.
2520s S. 120
480 Table Rd.
1&48 CR 14 Blvd
2230 N. Somers
RR 2 Box 65
1071 CR G RM C





#25 [ 'S tN
724 S. Cameron Rd.
P Box 1037
PO Box 451123









504 W. Hwy 34
1755 Hoegemeyer Rd.
5268 Rd. 99
46359 S. 108 Rd.
RR 1 Box 103
2840 0 St Rd.






825 Rd W 50
PO Box 516
PO Box 208





R R 3 B o x 1 1 7
1520 Ave. B.
PO Box 800
RR 'l Box 76
72055 567 Ave.
4626 Rd 111
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HC 85 Box 48













Coon Rapid lA 50058
Great Falls MT 59401
Wood River 68883




























































































































































































Kaup Seed & Fertilizer
KBC Trading & Processing
KBC Trading & Processing
KDH Sales
Kelley Bean Co.








W.A. Lafleur & Sons
Lance Larsen
George Latter


















































































































?Al.r N ' l+- 7i
D3O ctorn-o PQ lsx 353
-  
R R 1 B o x 1 0 8
I 34554-727Rd.
|  1167 Rd 17
r-r 5284 B Rd.
ft 4026 Lillie Dr.
5 - POBox428
RR 3 Box 152
















Le E. tlelson & Sons













Peters Seed Farms Inc.
Petgrsen Farms Inc.
Petersen Land & Cattle
Peterson Genetics lnc.
Pioneer Hi-Bred Infl Inc.
Pioneer Hi-Bred Infl Inc.
Platte River Seed Co.
Paul D. Platter






Progressive Turf Equipment Inc. 137 W. William St
Providence Farms RR 1 Box 41
Radke Engineering 3026 Rd. 199
Rainbow Grain PO Box 855
Sid Ready 765 CR 12 Blvd.
Reeves Services inc, PO Box 61
Rezac Seed 840 CR 31
Armand G. Richert 2320 448 Rd.
Richmond Farms RR 1 Box 143
Roberts Seed 982 - 22 Rd.















































































3042 N. Engleman Rd.
327 York Ave.
'1600 Gomhusker Hwy
RR 1 Box 864
29606 Miil Rd.
PO Box 73
RR 1 Box 59
1860 - 83 St.
46385 - 295 Rd.
1117 Recharge Rd.




37629 W. Nelson Rd.
RR 1 Box 118
PO Box 619
54136 - 885 Rd
61 Country Club Rd.




HC 67 Box 12
PO Box 356
HC 55 Box 129




RR 4 Box 216
1424 E. Capilal
RR 3 Box 326
1710 Adams St.




































































Seed Guide 2004 Page 109
NOTE: The information and insffuctions contained in this booklet are believed to be reliable. However, the Nebraska Cre
Improvement Association does not guarantee the accuracy, completeness, or applicability to local conditions of the informatic
and insffuctions contained herein, and the Association disclaims all legal responsibility therefore.
The Nebraska Seed Book is published biannuaf by the Nebraska Crop
ImprovementAssociation, 267 Plart Sciences Hall, Lincoln, NE 68583-0911.
















Nebraska Seed Guide - 2004 Evaluation Sheet
l- Please indicate your level of satisfaction with receiving variety test information in this format
Not Satisfied Somewhat Satisfied Very Satisfied
l Do you plan to make changes in your business/operation based on these results?
Definitely Not Probably Not Probably Will Definitely Will
l. How does this information compare with other sources of data available to you?
One of the Worst Below Average Above Average One of the Best
{. \Yhat is your estimated value of the knowledge you gained from this data on a per acre basis?
$ /acre.
-i. How can this Guide be improved?
6. I have followed the University of Nebraska variety testing information for 
_ 
years.






8. Please indicate the number land acres (cropland, pasture, wetlandso etc) that you own, manage or influence
annually.
I to 5,000 acres
5,001 to 10,000 acres
10,00L to 25,000 acres
25,001 to 500000 acres


















Toking q complex environment
o ond simplifying it with yieldGqrd@ plus
& Com Roolwom . High Cycle 9p258-ll5 doy RM
Compore to HC 7951 YGCB ond HC 7991 YGCB/RRC.ontrol in
fe by Fontqnelle,s .ligt Cycle gp72t-fl2 doy RMCompore to 5234, HC Zg93 R&'nC gN422 YGCB/RREorO Plus hybrids.tiedd, eorn more profitg
. 
-!{igt Cycle 6p497-1ll doy RMCompore to HC 7638 yGCq HCnggyGCB/RR
. 




Owner/member of the CORE Grouo
Marketer of High C5 cle Seed Systems@
www.fonfonef fe.com
A LEADEK IN NNNVN GRASS
AND WILDFLOWEK PRODUCTION
Lowmaintenance turf-type
buffalo grass, Cody and Bowie
Native Grasses & Witdflowers
CRp Seedings . Hay & Grazing
Erosion Control . Floodplain Re_establishment
Wildlife Habitat . Lawns . Acreage Seedings
sToGK SEEII FARMS, lNG.
28008 Miil Rd., Murdock, NE 6B407_23501-800-7b9-1i20 . Fax 402-967:i442
Website: www.stockseed. com
F ree Cata log u e Avai la hle
ffiffiffiWffiffiffiffiffi fi fi fi fi
H{frhsat Oafs
firlrTfefffiffcfrfe
" Air $creen Cleaner
t Gravity Fa&le
" Len$;ffi Graders
, I4x7& Serfffied Scales
. Hlgfiest Quatity AvaflabJer EluIk Load A# at 40 bulmin.
. AIH/ays Very fileason ably Prucedl
Luhrs Cert i f ied $eed & Condi t ion ing@
Nebraska Apprcved Grower and Conditioner
P. O. Box 353, Enders, NE 69027
Phons: 308-fiSP-5S1 7
Cell Phcne: 308-882-81 52
